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Ban trans fats, not palm oil
Palm oil has seen increasing demand in Europe over the last 20 years.
It is needed in food preparation to supplement insufficient local
production of oils and fats. The EU imports 8-10 million tonnes of oils
and fats per year, accounting for one-third of consumption – and palm
oil is a main component of imports.
In recent years, though, Europeans have been fed with misinformation
through negative campaigns by environmental NGOs (ENGOs) against
palm oil. Most customers of the palm oil industry are secretly praying
that the controversy will be resolved soon.
They want to concentrate on their core business of food production,
in which palm oil is a desirable component because of its superior
techno-economic attributes. They need palm oil to make profitable and
affordable products for the depressed European economy.
Palm oil is also needed to produce healthy products efficiently and to
avoid dangerous trans fats, which are formed when locally available oils
are turned into solid products through hydrogenation.
Manufacturers in Europe now typically bypass the hydrogenation
process. They have instead perfected the interesterification technique,
through which palm oil is combined with local oils to make margarine,
shortening or bakery fats.
The assumption that palm oil is high in saturated fat and could be
undesirable is often used by campaigners to suggest limiting the use of
palm oil. Such assumptions are not supported by science.
The fear of saturated fat is based on their potential to raise dietary
cholesterol. But as shown in many studies, palm oil, which contains 50%
saturated fatty acids, does not raise cholesterol. It also has a high level
of monounsaturated fatty acids, similar to olive oil and deemed to be
good for health.
It has been shown that palm oil in the diet helps reduce cholesterol,
unlike animal fats consumed in a western diet. Subjects on a traditional
western diet who were given food with palm oil, replacing traditional
oils and fats, have shown lower cholesterol levels at the end of the test
period.
Additionally, the cholesterol response of the palm oil and olive oil diets
are similar, indicating again that the level of saturated fat in palm oil is
irrelevant when comparing the cholesterol effects.
Denying palm oil producers a place in the EU oils and fats market is
illogical. Palm oil has significant functional advantages that help produce
solid fat products such as margarine and shortenings, without resorting
to unhealthy alternatives such as animal fats or hydrogenation of soft oils.
In industrial frying, where stability at a high temperature is important,
palm oil is a cost-effective and stable oil. Manufacturers favour it

because alternatives, such as local oils high in monounsaturated fats, are
in short supply and expensive.
However, intimidation and scare tactics by supporters of RSPOcertified palm oil are putting pressure on customers to declare that
they will convert to using certified sustainable palm oil by a certain
target date. They do so mainly to avoid further harassment from
ENGOs.
While the RSPO is a good voluntary certification scheme, its
supporters have gone on to negatively campaign against non-RSPO
palm oil. False allegations are made to associate palm oil with
deforestation, for example, and to instil a negative perception of palm
oil in the minds of consumers.
Oil palm is also negatively portrayed as a mono-culture crop that does
not have the same biodiversity as a rainforest, when the comparison
should be with the biodiversity of other oilseed crops.
Such campaigns will create a ‘lose-lose’ outcome, should consumers be
misled into avoiding the use of palm oil, or oils and fats in general. If
‘palm oil-free’ labelling is allowed, as in France, even RSPO-certified
palm oil cannot be used in products.
It is also observed that campaigners have influenced some senators to
propose anti-palm oil legislation, as observed in France, Belgium and
Switzerland. These senators have not been made aware of the full facts
on the role of palm oil in the food manufacturing industry.
They are not aware of the nutritional value of palm oil or the fact that
the oil palm uses the smallest land area to produce the most amount
of oil, relative to other major oils. These ill-informed senators should
note that previous attempts at bringing in similar laws in the US,
Australia and France were not given much attention by the respective
governments.
No country has banned the use of palm oil, since it has been approved
for food manufacture by such watchdog global bodies as the World
Health Organisation, Food and Agriculture Organisation and CODEX.
Why should the words of green NGOs or a few wayward senators
override years of assessment by these international bodies, based on
accepted research into palm oil nutrition? Furthermore, limiting market
access for palm oil without scientific justification would go against the
rules of the World Trade Organisation, which encourages free trade.
If Europe is truly concerned about consumer health, it should work on
banning trans fats produced when local soft oils are processed for food
use. It should accept the fact that palm oil is not the problem, but the
solution in the production of healthy, nutritious food.

Dr Yusof Basiron
www.ceopalmoil.com
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Comment

Yves Daudigny, a member of the Social Affairs

The fact is that saturated fat, as part of a healthy diet,

Committee in the French Senate, is preparing a report

are not dangerous to human health. Trans fats, which

that will look into the possibility of France introducing

have been proven to be a major health risk, are

new taxes on food ingredients and other key items. He

deserving of greater attention from regulators and

has spoken out about the importance of new taxes, in

politicians across Europe. Palm oil has proven to be a

order to improve the behaviour of the public – and

valuable ally in many countries, such as the US, where

vegetable oils are one of his main targets.

it is regularly used as a healthier replacement for
dangerous trans fats.

Senator Daudigny was the author of the so-called
‘Nutella Tax’ proposal at the end of 2012. This aimed

The IEM data and analysis illustrates the danger to

to increase taxes on palm oil in France by 300%. His

France of the proposals from Senator Daudigny. The

plan was strongly rejected in December 2012, and

study concludes that a tax on saturated fat is

new research by French academics shows that his

expensive, ineffective and potentially has substantial

new plan for nutrition taxes should also be rejected.

negative side-effects.

French think-tank Institut économique Molinari (IEM)

In 2012, the Danish government recognised its error

has published a new study – Nutrition Taxes: The Costs

and cancelled the tax on saturated fat. Announcing

of Denmark’s ‘Fat Tax’ (see page 7). It examines the

the cancellation, it issued a strong warning that should

costs and negative effects brought about by the recent

be heeded by politicians in France.The Danish Finance

experiment with nutrition taxation in Denmark.

Ministry’s statement concluded: “The suggestion to tax
food for public health reasons [is] misguided at best,

In 2011, Denmark introduced a new tax on all food

and may be counter-productive at worst … such

items with saturated fat content above 2.3%. IEM’s

taxes do not work.”

research shows that the tax led to consumers paying
over 160 million euros more for food in 2012, and

When nutrition taxes are discussed in France, the

had substantial negative effects on domestic

French government should listen to their friends in

businesses.The study shows that no positive effects on

Denmark.

public

health

were

discovered,

following

implementation of the tax.
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In 2011, Denmark became the first country to establish a ‘fat
tax’, imposed on so‐called saturated fats.The Danish experience
is highly instructive: barely a year after being implemented, the
tax was abolished because of the adverse effects it produced
without any real impact on consumption habits.
The Danish ‘fat tax’ was presented as part of a tax reform
package in 2009. Following a number of amendments, it was
finally adopted in March 2011 and took effect on Oct 1 of the
same year. It hit all food items with a saturated fat content
exceeding 2.3%.
Apart from drinking milk, several other products – including
meat, cheese, butter and margarine, along with oils and

been paying additional taxes applied to these drink and food

delicatessen products – were affected. As well, products made

items. According to estimates, Danish consumers had to pay

from these foods, such as chips and other snack items, even if

an extra amount of more than one billion euros in 2012 for

saturated fat accounted for less than 2.3% of the finished product,

their food, including nearly 170 million euros for the fat tax

were subjected to the tax, which amounted to 16 Danish

alone (Table 1).

kroner (about 2.15 euros) per kilogramme of saturated fat.
Are people consuming too much fat?
In fact, this was not Denmark's first tax specifically targeting

Saturated fat is ‘accused’ – like soft drinks and other food

food products. Consumers of spirits and beer, as well as

products – of promoting obesity and causing disease,

chocolate, ice cream, soft drinks, sweets and so on, have long

especially cardiovascular illness. According to estimates, 80% of

GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.10 ISSUE 2, 2013
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adults and children in Denmark consume more saturated fat
than recommended in official dietary guidelines – more than
10% of their total energy consumption.
If the public authorities wished to apply a measure as extreme
as fiscal constraints, it would be logical to assume that fat
intake had risen sharply in recent years.
Although the consumption of certain products has indeed
increased, as is the case with cheese, beef and chicken (which
is lower in fat than pork), per capita consumption of most
products containing saturated fat has not risen but has, on the
contrary, declined in various instances (Figure 1).
In 2009, per capita consumption of butter, margarine, fats and

‘external effects’ in economic jargon – that are disregarded by

pork – the products hardest hit by the fat tax – was lower than

consumers but felt by the public healthcare system. The tax,

in the early 1990s, by 67%, 48%, 20% and 44% respectively.

and the higher prices that stem from it, are seen as a way of
reducing consumption of the foods in question. This should

A recent study on Danish fat consumption in the 20th

lead, at least on paper, to better health for the overall

century concluded that fat products ‘contained significantly

population, lower healthcare costs and, therefore, a return to

larger proportions of mono‐ and polyunsaturated fatty acids

balanced books for the public healthcare system.

than they had at the beginning and the middle parts of the
20th century’. The study also found that total per capita fat

But this reasoning is incomplete. Beyond the fact that there

consumption had actually fallen by 43% between its peak in

exists no scientific certainty as to the ‘optimal’ quantity of

1958 and 1999.

saturated fat that each individual should absorb, this reasoning
disregards two key factors. The first is the loss of well‐being

Incomplete economic reasoning

that some consumers suffer by paying more for their food,

A line of economic reasoning has been advanced to justify the

even though they have no need to lower their fat

imposition of nutrition taxes. According to this, consumption

consumption. The second is the multitude of new costs and

levels of certain foods, in this instance saturated fat, are judged

adverse effects this tax imposes on businesses and on the

to be too high, particularly in relation

domestic market as a whole.

to specific costs – negative
Regulatory conundrum and loss of competitiveness
While the amount of the fat tax may be a problem in
itself, it seems that collecting and instituting it has
been especially costly, weakening small and
medium enterprises in Denmark. The law
required companies that produced or
imported

products

containing

saturated fat to calculate and declare
the quantities of fat contained in
each of their products and to pay

8
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the corresponding taxes. Meanwhile, products intended for

201,000 euros in 2012, including costs for a new computer

export were exempted.

system. An average‐sized industrial bakery producing Danish
pastries had to spend 57,000 euros, with administrative

Instituting these administrative formalities proved far more

management of the fat tax requiring a full person‐day of work

complex than anticipated. Formalities of this sort require a

per month, a considerable administrative burden for a

range of financial, human, computer and logistical

company of that size.

resources.
On the wholesale and retail side, a survey by the Danish
Saturated fat content may be hard to calculate, especially for

Chamber of Commerce among its members found that the

products containing many ingredients. In such cases,

fat tax's administrative costs may have hit 200 million kroner

companies are taxed on the basis of total fat content or, if this

(nearly 27 million euros).

quantity is also unknown, on the basis of products' net weight.
In some cases, the amount of the fat tax was actually based

Prices soar

not on the saturated fat contained in the finished product but

One effect that was obviously sought by the fat tax was an

on the quantity used in production. For example, an importer

artificial increase in the prices of the items covered. It is worth

of chips had to pay the fat tax based on the quantity of oil

comparing price changes in Denmark with those in other

used in production rather than on the actual quantity of

European countries to get an idea of the scope of this

saturated fat contained in the chips themselves.

phenomenon

Although it is hard to tote up the fat tax's administrative and

Prior to introduction of the fat tax, Danish prices were close

paperwork costs for Danish companies as a whole, these

to the European average. When the tax came into force on

costs have been very real. For example, the CEO of a

Oct 1, 2011, prices jumped in the final quarter of the year by

200‐employee Danish company producing margarine and

about 14% for oils and fats, 4% for meat, and 3% for milk,

other products containing fat estimated these costs at

cheese and eggs (Figure 2). These increases were respectively
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34, 3.2 and 3.3 times as much as the average increase in the

estimates from the Danish Agriculture and Food Council

European Union.

(which represents farmers and food companies), this may
have accounted for the equivalent of 1,300 jobs.

These increases in Denmark created a significant differential
between the prices of products sold in the country and the

The fat tax has ended up leading to a massive waste of

same products sold in neighbouring countries, Germany in

resources. Consumers have been induced to buy Danish

particular. Amidst an economic crisis, the fat tax had the logical

products in other countries, accounting for time, fuel and car

result of inducing cash‐strapped households to shop outside

use that could have been applied more productively.

the country so as to limit the loss of purchasing power and

Companies have been pushed into shipping products abroad

well-being caused by the new tax.

rather than selling them domestically, leading to all sorts of
needless additional costs.

Destruction of markets and a source of waste
The fat tax thus gave a fresh boost to trans‐border trade, with

Given this record, were there at least any worthwhile results

Danish consumers reducing their purchases in Denmark and

in terms of consumption and health?

stocking up in neighbouring countries. Because of the heavy
taxes on certain products, such as beer and soda, many

Doubtful effects on consumption and health

consumers were in the habit of shopping in Germany, often

Beyond the fact that recent scientific studies have cast doubt

buying Danish products there.

on the consensus view of a necessary decline in the
consumption of saturated fat, the effects of the fat tax on

It is hard to assess the

consumption and health

true scope of this trade

may

incited by the fat tax

negligible

alone. However, official

counterproductive.

have

been

or

even

estimates suggest that
trans-border trade in

An initial study, using

fats, oils, cheese and

purchasing

meat may have doubled

suggests

between

10%

2010

and

to

data,
declines
20%

of
in

2011, going from 75

consumption of butter,

million kroner to 150

margarine and oil in the

million kroner (from 10

last quarter of 2011

million to 20 million

(i.e., the first three

euros). This hurt the

months after the fat tax
took effect). However, more

competitiveness of the food
industry's structure and of the distribution system.The tax had

recent numbers indicate a far smaller decline in consumption,

the effect of penalising the domestic market, meanwhile

which may have been only 0.4% over the period from

causing needless job losses.

October 2011 to July 2012. A survey by the Danish
Agriculture and Food Council also points to the absence of

10

Various examples suggest that the weakening of the domestic

any notable effect on consumption among those surveyed:

sales market has hurt companies in the food industry and the

about 80% said they had not altered their consumption after

retail trade, which have had to lay off workers. According to

the fat tax was imposed.
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A tendency to buy cheaper products or varieties – possibly

tempted to set out on the road to nutritional taxes. The

creating greater risk in cases of over‐consumption – was

Danish minister of finance was unambiguous in this regard: "To

also observed. The beneficial effects of lower consumption

tax food for public health reasons [is] misguided at best and

of the products covered by the tax depend on the products

may be counter-productive at worst."

substituted for them, as well as on consumers' physical
activity and calorie expenditure. Unless consumers decide
to alter their diets on their own, the effectiveness of

Valentin Petkantchin,

nutrition taxes on health remains doubtful or even counter-

Associate Researcher, Institut économique Molinari

productive, because such taxes are likely to lead to

Source: IEM’s Economic Note, May 2013

substitutions that might be even more harmful to the
health.
Conclusion

This is an edited version of the article.

The implementation of a fat tax in Denmark produced an
array of adverse economic effects that led to its abrogation
one year later. Producers, distributors and consumers alike

The Institut économique Molinari is an independent, non‐profit

suffered from its effects in terms of jobs, competitiveness and

research and educational organisation. Its mission is to promote an economic

well‐being.

approach to the study of public policy issues by offering innovative solutions
that foster prosperity for all.

The unpopularity of the tax was such that the government
also abandoned a new tax on products such as yogurt,

Valentin Petkantchin holds a doctorate in economics and a master’s

ketchup, pickles and cabbage that was set to take effect on Jan

degree in communications media and economics training from the

1, 2103.

University of Aix‐Marseille III in France. Between 1996 and 2003, he was a
research fellow at the Centre for Economic Analysis and a lecturer in

Although the health effects are hard to discern over such a

economics at the faculties of applied economics and law at the same

short period, the fact remains that fat consumption in

university. He is the author of several scientific publications and research

Denmark has been on a long‐term downward trend, and no

papers on various topics. He was research director at the Montreal

tax incentive was needed for this to happen.

Economic Institute from January 2004 to May 2006. He joined the IEM in
June 2006.

The Danish were fortunate that the adverse effects
became so highly visible. This
should serve as a warning
to public authorities in
various other countries
who

have

been
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E

uropean Union (EU) environmental policies have

land-use change (ILUC). It has also proposed that ILUC

received criticism in many quarters in recent years.

numbers should, for part of the reporting requirements, be

Industry groups have shown that poor calculations

supplied by biofuel producers.

and discriminatory criteria would lead to lower investment in
Europe, and would hurt growth. Many governments have

The proposal, which will cause major administrative and

complained that the targets are unrealistic and difficult to

financial problems for businesses exporting biofuels to the EU,

achieve.

is currently being examined in the European Parliament.

However, left-wing parliamentarians allied to environmental

To understand the full situation, it is helpful to look back at the

NGOs have spent years campaigning for the EU to introduce

history of the RED, which is a central part of efforts to use

more draconian and restrictive rules. Last October, it gave the

‘environmental regulation’ to pursue protectionist barriers

NGOs what they wanted.

against non-EU biofuels. This has enabled the EU to protect its
uncompetitive biofuels industry (primarily rapeseed), and

12

The European Commission (EC) has proposed a revision to

allowed it to force domestic environmental objectives onto

the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) to introduce indirect

third countries.
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The RED was introduced in 2009 as part of a ‘package’ of

set out to prove whether – and how – the EU’s numbers are

energy and climate change legislation. This package forced

wrong.

member-states to meet three key targets – a 20% reduction in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; an increase of 20% in the

Academics at the Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena

share of renewable energy; and a 20% improvement in the EU's

produced scientific studies showing that the emissions savings

energy efficiency.These became known as the 20-20-20 targets.

from palm biodiesel were significantly higher than those
claimed by the EC, while EU-sourced rapeseed biodiesel

As part of the 20% renewable energy target, a minimum 10%

consistently failed to meet GHG emissions standards set in

use of renewable energy was set for the transport sector of

RED.

every member-state. This target
was also seen as a way to boost

In an exclusive interview with

the EU’s domestic renewables

Nature, one of the authors of

industry, and to shelter it from

the report, Dr Gernot Pehnelt,

foreign competition. The RED

said the EU’s claim that rapeseed

was intended to promote and

biodiesel was sustainable in

enforce these targets.

every case was “simply not
correct” and criticised the lack of

The RED assigned calculations

transparency

to each different biofuel source,

calculations saying, “it is not clear

according to how much GHG

how [the EC] reach these values

could

These

[for rapeseed biodiesel] or what

calculations were published by

the sources are of some of their

the EU’s in-house laboratory,

input and output data”.

be

saved.

in

the

EC’s

the Joint Research Centre. Not
surprisingly, the numbers favoured the use of EU sourced

Proposal ‘unworkable’

biofuels – such as rapeseed biodiesel – by assigning a higher

Faced with crumbling credibility of the original RED, and under

‘GHG emissions savings value’ number to domestic biofuels,

pressure from Green campaigners to push forward even

compared to foreign biofuels.

more radical environmental policies, the EC unveiled plans last
October under a revision of the RED. The introduction of

In its calculations, the EC failed to consider local

ILUC reporting requirements is the centrepiece of the new

environmental factors. It did not account for variations in land

proposal.

use in tropical areas and the inherent uncertainty of estimates
for carbon stocks, which vary depending on a number of

The EC’s case for introducing ILUC rests on a simplistic and

different factors including soil types, climate, vegetation and

incalculable assumption – namely that demand for biofuels in

previous land use.

one part of the world leads to the displacement of food crops
in other parts of the world; with the supposed ‘land use

Attention subsequently turned to how the EU’s figures were

change’ that takes place resulting in CO2 emissions into the

calculated. Independent researchers in Europe and elsewhere

atmosphere.
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However, ILUC is not a scientific measurement, and attempts

There is simply no reliable or scientifically verifiable way to

by several major international research institutes to measure

calculate ILUC. The EC has simply assigned new ‘ILUC’

ILUC

world-renowned

numbers to different biofuels sources. These numbers are

International Food Policy Research Institute has voiced

assigned on assumptions made about a particular biofuel

concern over the large degree of uncertainty regarding the

source, and are not the actual GHG emissions associated with

magnitude of ILUC and has stated that ‘more data collection

a particular biofuel.

accurately

have

failed. The

work will be required to reduce this margin of uncertainty’.
The EU’s previous numbers under RED have been shown
Similarly, the research institute Copenhagen Economics has

to be inaccurate and discriminator y. Adding new,

warned against ‘introducing such legislation given the current

arbitrary, ILUC numbers will only make this situation

lack of consensus about how ILUC factors

worse. The fact that ILUC calculations are not based on

should be determined’.

verified science – and the wide variation in the results
obtained – has brought many EU policy makers and
academics to conclude that the new proposal is
unworkable.
Spanish Member of the European Parliament (MEP)
and Vice-President of the European Parliament
Alejo Vidal-Quadras wrote in a document for
the European Parliament’s Industr y and
Energy Committee that ILUC science is
‘imprecise’. He suggested deleting from the
proposal

all

provisions

seeking

to

introduce an ILUC factor. He noted that it

14
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is premature to use ILUC calculations, as they remain

Lepage is aware of the shortcomings and undeveloped nature

‘vulnerable to the deficiencies and limits of the models

of ILUC – she has proposed granting the EC the power to

used’.

constantly adapt ILUC to ‘technical and scientific progress’.This
guarantees that biofuels producers will be faced with constant

Many actors in the biofuels industry, as well as farmers’

uncertainty and will remain vulnerable to the whims of the
EC, which would be empowered to change how

organisations, share this sentiment

it calculates ILUC without proper

and have pointed

oversight and without providing any

out that the EC’s

certainty

ILUC modeling is

that

it

will

not

discriminate against non-EU

not based on scientific

biofuel sources.

evidence and contains
basic errors that bias
results

In the words of

against

biofuels.

Fredrik
Director

Erixon,
of

Brussels-based

However, French

the
think

Liberal MEP Corinne

tank ECIPE, Lepage’s proposal has made “a bad proposal

Lepage chose to ignore the shor tfalls of ILUC and the

worse” and has left the EU vulnerable to a likely legal

advice of exper ts. She is the rappor teur for the

challenge at the World Trade Organisation (WTO), given the

European Parliament, and therefore a ver y powerful

incompatibility of the EU biofuels policy with its obligations in

figure in this process. She called for the introduction of a

the WTO.

full-fledged ILUC factor for biofuels and for ILUC to be
counted towards the GHG reduction targets set out in

As Erixon explains: “By assigning to a foreign crop an arbitrary

the RED.

ILUC factor that would make it less favourable than domestic
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crops, the EU will overstep the obligations it has signed up to

precedent for major environmental intervention in food

[at the WTO]… and building a system of discrimination on

markets in these plans.

that basis simply will not be acceptable to other countries
The biofuels arena is a test market for EU plans to introduce

defending their trading rights.”

an array of ‘environmental’ barriers to accessing the regional
There are clear signs that

market. If successful, these market barriers could be extended

biofuel producing countries

to restrict market access for food imports, including non-EU

outside the EU are ready

oils and fats.

to make a stand and
Environmental

defend their rights under

groups

are

international trade law. On

lobbying hard in Brussels in

May 15, Argentina lodged a

favour of new restrictions

complaint citing the fact that

on food – more labels,

EU

measures

geared

more regulation, and more

at

promoting energy from

discrimination. It is clear that the

renewable

introduction of arbitrary ILUC

sources,

and proposals aimed

factors on the basis of product

at

origin represents a major threat

reducing

emissions,

GHG
are

to all non-EU industries exporting

in

fuels, food or other goods to Europe.

violation of WTO rules and in
particular, goes against the Agreement on Technical Barriers to

If this is not successfully opposed today, it will open the

Trade.

floodgates to a range of other legislation affecting food and
Intervention beyond biofuels

consumer goods. The next 12 months will be a crucial time to

The implications of ILUC go far beyond biofuels policy. The

take a decisive stand against ILUC, and to protect palm oil’s

EC

European market.

has

been

transparent

about

plans

to

apply

environmental regulations to food, consumer goods and
other sectors.
These plans are laid out in three recent documents from
Brussels – the Sustainable Consumption and Production
Action Plan, the Roadmap to a ResourceEfficient Europe, and a forthcoming
Communication on Sustainable Food. If
approved, ILUC would set a strong
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Sustainability

T

he Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) has
commended the Sarawak government in Malaysia for
protecting a globally significant population of up to
200 of the world’s rarest Bornean orang utan recently found by
a team of conservationists in the state.

The sub-species Pongo pygmaeus is listed as the most severely
threatened orang utan worldwide with a total population of
between 3,000 and 4,500. Of these 2,000 live in Sarawak in the
Batang Ai National Park and Lanjak-Entimau Wildlife Sanctuary.
The orang utan were found in an area of about 14,000 ha in Ulu
Sungai Menyang, close to the Batang Ai National Park. The Iban
communities had been aware of the existence of the orang utan in
this area, but until recently no major research had been conducted.
WCS director (Malaysia Programme) Melvin Gumal said: “It is
indeed wonderful to hear the government’s initiative towards
protecting these orang utan and their habitat especially when
preliminary scientific data indicates the existence of a globally
significant population.”
Field surveys were conducted in February by staff of the
Sarawak Forest Department, assisted by Sarawak Forestry
Corporation, Wildlife Conservation Society and Borneo

Adventure. The surveys covered 248km of transects in the hilly,
undulating terrain in central Borneo. Ground surveys were
supplemented by data from aerial surveys so that 80% of the
study area was covered.
A total of 995 nests were found. Fresh nests were found in all
transects as well as in the remote areas covered by the aerial
surveys, indicating recent use of the area by these animals.
Upon confirmation of the significant population of the subspecies, the Sarawak government officially indicated the need
to protect this area in perpetuity. It is already a High
Conservation Value Forest, considered to have an area of high
biological, cultural, economic and livelihood significance.
The Sarawak government intends to hold a dialogue with local
communities and other key stakeholders to discuss options,
and to involve them in any conservation effort in the area.
Source: Wildlife Conservation Society,
New York
The full version of this press release issued on April 10, 2013, is available at:
http://www.wcs.org/wcs-org/press/press-releases/orangutan-subspeciesprotected.aspx
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The US oilseeds sector was a strong

products. The key requirement of

Renewable

supporter of the Energy Independence

advanced biofuels is that they must

(RINs)

and Security Act (EISA) of 2007. The

reduce

industry was being undermined at the

emissions by at least 50% compared to

The problem is that thus far the only

time by rising surplus stocks of vegetable

petroleum-based fuels.

two advanced biofuels available are

greenhouse

gas

Identification

Numbers

(GHG)

biodiesel

oil, particularly soybean oil, and wanted

and

impor ted

Brazilian

biodiesel mandates that were established

The Environmental Protection Agency

ethanol made from sugarcane. Very little

by the Act to help utilise more vegetable

(EPA) has determined that biodiesel

ethanol made from cellulose is available

oil and reduce surplus stocks. Companies

made from soybean oil, canola oil, corn

because no one has figured out how to

that produced biodiesel were also strong

oil, animal fats and recycled oils and fats

profitably make it, and the outlook is

supporters of the legislation for obvious

do meet the 50% GHG reduction

poor for any significant production any

reasons.

requirement

time soon.

and

therefore

are

considered to be advanced biofuels.
Therefore, the EPA has been forced to

The EISA established specific blending
mandates for biodiesel that maxed out

The remainder of US advanced biofuel

raise the biodiesel blend mandate to

at 1 billion gallons in CY 2012.

requirements was to be with cellulosic

meet the advanced biofuels blending

However, the Act also mandated the

fuels made from wood, crop byproducts

mandate. In the current year, the EPA has

blending of advanced biofuels to be

and the like. Each gallon of advanced

mandated that 1.28 billion gallons of

made

biofuel

biodiesel be blended. That dictates that
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from

cellulose

and

other

generates
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1.5

gallons

of

about 4.35 million tonnes of fats and oils must be used this year

Therefore, the best way to address the problem is to amend the

to produce biodiesel.

law mandating the use of advanced biofuels. As it stands now
there are no signs the Congress is prepared to do that before

The real problem for the US will come in 2014 when the law

the 2014 election.

requires 3.75 billion RINs of advanced biofuels to be blended
with petroleum fuel. Assuming the US will import and use 500

Consequently, the only solution will be for the EPA to greatly

million gallons of sugar ethanol, the requirement for biodiesel will

reduce or waive the advanced biofuel requirement beginning

increase to 3.15 billion RINs

next year. One way or

or about 2.1 billion gallons.

another, something has to be

The

and will be done to address

mandatory

use

of

the problem.

biodiesel will increase to 4.95
billion RINs or about 2.1
billion gallons. In CY 2015, the

Fortunately, most of the US

mandatory use of biodiesel

oilseed

will increase to 4.95 billion

recognises the situation and

RINs

is supportive of action. That is

(about

3.3

billion

industry

sector

not necessarily the case with

gallons).

biodiesel

producers

who

It will take about 7.14 million tonnes of oils and fats to make 2.1

want the highest possible requirement to maximise their

billion gallons of biodiesel. The requirement to make 3.3 billion

profits.

gallons of biodiesel equates to approximately 11.23 million
tonnes of oils and fats.

And that is part of the problem. Oilseed producers and crushers
that were the driving force behind the biodiesel mandate do not

To put that in perspective, the 7.14 million tonnes of oils and

control the biodiesel industry, and biodiesel producers are not

fats required in CY 2014 would be equal to about 57% of total

interested in what is best for the oilseeds industry.

US oils and fats production, and the requirement in CY 2015
would equal about 90%. Clearly that is not feasible. Something

Unless the biodiesel mandates are reduced or preferably fixed

has to change and it must be changed soon. In addition, the

at 1.28 billion gallons or less, the food industry is going to

installed capacity to produce biodiesel is only about 2.5 billion

justifiably lead an all-out effort against biofuels in Washington.

gallons.

That is not something the oilseeds industry wants. Thus the
need for action now, to roll back future advanced biofuel

Possible solutions

mandates.

The EPA could help address the looming shortage of oils and
fats by approving the use of palm oil as a biodiesel feedstock, but

John Baize,

there currently is no indication it will do so. Environmental

World Perspectives Inc, May 9, 2013

groups do not particularly like biofuels any more and are
stridently against allowing biodiesel made from palm oil to be
classified as an advanced biofuel.

This is an edited version of the article.
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he USDA repor ted that
planting of the domestic
2013/14 corn crop was
only 12% complete as at May 5, which
is the second-slowest planting pace
on record. As shaky a star t as that
may be, the forecast for warm, dr y

feared. Given

weather

Comparing our 2012/13 corn supply and

weather across the Corn Belt in mid-

conditions, US farmers can seed 96-97

demand with that of the USDA, we have

May provides hope that planting

million acres of corn with amazing

cut imports by 5 million bushels, raised

progress will advance enough to

speed.

feed/residual by 75 million bushels, raised

reasonable

use for ethanol by 20 million bushels and

suppor t the anticipation of a ver y big
as

cut exports by 25 million bushels to 775

projected, the amount of land shifted to

million bushels – the smallest US corn

There should be enough progress in the

soybean because of delayed corn

exports since the early 1970s. This gives

East to advance planting progress to

planting should not be enough to greatly

us a carryout of 682 million bushels

around 30% by May 12. If the weather

skew the production prospects of either

versus the USDA’s ending stocks of 757

plays out as advertised, planting should

crop. We reckon there will be some

million bushels.

reach at least 65% by the May 19

switching, but probably not much more

report. That is certainly not ideal by

than 1 million acres. We set forth our

The USDA might reduce exports in the

traditional standards; however, it would

‘projections’ for the US 2013/14 corn

May WASDE, but we expect they will

be greatly better than some pessimists

crop in Table 1.

leave corn for ethanol unchanged

crop.
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If
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about

pending further evidence. They are likely
to wait for the June 1 corn stocks
before

making

any

change

in

feed/residual.
We have projected planted corn acreage
for 2013/14 to be 96.3 million acres with
harvested acres at 89 million acres. This is
1 million acres fewer than the USDA’s
March 1 planting intentions, representing
a modest reduction due to late planting,
relative market prices and rotational
purposes.
We have narrowed the spread between
planted and harvested area to a more
typical level than seen in 2012/13. The

year, USDA projected a yield of 166

September-November US har vest

USDA very likely will use 97.3 million

bushels per acre in the May 2012

period, but that US corn will be

planted acres per the March 1 planting

WASDE, and we all know what

competitive thereafter.

intentions and will wait for the final

happened thereafter.
Our bottom line projection shows

planted acreage data before making
On the demand side for 2013/14, we

ending stocks of 1.742 billion bushels

foresee a recovery in feed use, increased

and a stocks-to-use ratio that jumps to

Expected yield

use of corn for ethanol because of the

13.1%. This would certainly be a more

We have used a yield projection of 161

assumption of attractive production

comfortable stock situation than we

bushels per acre, which is about 3

margins during most of the crop year, and

have experienced in the past couple of

bushels per acre below trend. Corn

a rebound from the unusually low US

years. We guess that USDA will project

planting has been delayed enough that

2012/13 corn exports.

a carryout closer to 2 billion bushels,

changes.

which will cement the market’s bearish

we do not expect the average yield to
Our corn expor t projection of 1.4

view of new crop corn, unless or until

billion bushels for 2013/14 is up

something comes along to threaten the

The USDA would use the trend yield in

sharply from the current year in

crop.

its May WASDE projections normally, but

percentage terms, but is still a

it can raise or lower its projection based

relatively modest volume in historical

Bob Kohlmeyer

on planting progress and/or weather

terms. We are assuming that US corn

World Perspectives Inc, May 7, 2013

conditions. Because corn planting was so

will face rugged competition from

early under ideal weather conditions last

Brazil and Argentina during the

make trend.

This is an edited version of the article.
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T

he USDA’s report released on
May 11 included its first forecasts
for domestic and global supply
and demand for oilseeds and products for
the 2013/14 marketing year.
Each year, the May forecasts are eagerly
awaited by the trade because they provide
the furthest future view of what global
supply and demand may be. However, the
report also is the most likely to be
incorrect because it does look so far into
the future. A lot can and likely will change
between now and the fall of 2014.
The report indicates the department’s
analysts are fairly bullish on global
soybean demand growth in 2013/14. It
forecasts global use to grow by 11.44
million tonnes (4.4%) in 2013/14. Global
imports are forecast to increase by 10.7
million tonnes, with China accounting for
10 million tonnes of this.
That is a very optimistic outlook for

22

Chinese imports since the USDA is
predicting that China’s soybean imports
in 2012/13 will fall below the 2011/12
volume. Demand for soybean meal by
China’s poultry sector is down currently
because of the avian flu outbreak, and it
likely will be months before it recovers –
even if the outbreak ends.

tonnes, from 11.39 million tonnes to
13.46 million tonnes. Soybean production
is forecast to fall by 0.6 million tonnes to
12 million tonnes. Therefore, the increase
in Chinese use is actually not predicted to
rise by nearly as much as imports.

The pork sector also is hurting, as
evidenced by the Chinese government
now buying pork to support prices.
Maybe everything will be back to normal
by the beginning of the 2013/14
marketing year, but that is doubtful.

Salient points from report
What I question the most is USDA’s
forecast that soybean imports outside of
China will grow by 0.7 million tonnes in
the same year China’s imports are
forecast to grow by 10 million tonnes and
global ending stocks to increase by 12.5
million tonnes.

It is important to note that the USDA is
not forecasting that all of the 10 million
tonnes of additional Chinese soybean
imports will be crushed. Instead, it
forecasts crush in 2013/14 to increase by
only 2.7 million tonnes and food use to
grow by 0.1 million tonnes to 9.5 million
tonnes. It expects China’s soybean ending
stocks in 2013/14 to grow by 2.07 million

It would seem to me that the larger
global supply and lower prices would
result in greater import growth in places
like Vietnam, Indonesia, the EU-27, Latin
America and North Africa. To a large
extent, crushers in these markets have
reduced their soybean imports in recent
years because they could not compete
with China for the soybean, but with
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more plentiful supplies, one would think
they would be more capable of being
profitable crushing imported soybean.
Some of the other significant aspects of
USDA’s May supply and demand report
are the following:
• US soybean production in 2013 is
forecast at 92.26 million tonnes (3.39
billion bushels) based on a yield of 44.5
bushels per acre (2.99 tonnes/ha) and
harvested area of 76.2 million acres
(30.83 million ha). Because of the late
planting season, the odds favour the
final harvested area being greater as a
result of farmers shifting land out of
corn into soybean. However, the late
spring may also reduce double-crop
soybean plantings because of the later
maturity of wheat
• US soybean crush and expor ts in
2013/14 are forecast at 1.69 billion
bushels (46.14 million tonnes) and
1.45 billion bushels (39.47 million
tonnes), respectively. That would be a
3.7% and 7.4% increase, respectively,
in crush and exports over the current
marketing year. Ending stocks next year
are forecast at 265 million bushels
(7.21 million tonnes), 112% higher
than the forecast for 2012/13.
The midpoint price average for US
soybean next year is forecast at
$10.50/bushel ($385.77/tonne), a 26.6%
decline from the estimated average
for 2012/13. Soybean meal exports in
2013/14 are forecast at 9.25 million
tonnes, the second- highest ever, but
only 3% more than that for 2012/13.
• The use of soybean oil in the US to
make biodiesel in 2013/14 is expected
to grow by 10% to 2.5 million tonnes.
Partially as a result it is forecasting US

soybean oil expor ts next year will
decline by 40.9% to only 0.59 million
tonnes. US soybean oil ending stocks
are forecast to fall to 0.69 million
tonnes at the end of 2013/14. That
would be the lowest ending stocks
since the 2003/04 marketing year.
• Argentina’s and Brazil’s projected
soybean production in 2013 is left
unchanged at 51 million tonnes and
83.5 million tonnes, respectively. The
Argentine forecast is about 3 million
tonnes higher than most forecasts in
South America, and the forecast for
Brazil is at the high end of private
trade forecasts. I expect both USDA
forecasts to be reduced later this year.
• The USDA forecasts that Argentina’s
and Brazil’s soybean production in
2014 will be 54.5 million tonnes and
85 million tonnes respectively. If the
lower price forecast by USDA is correct,
it is questionable whether production
will rise by that much in either country.
A lot of farmers in Brazil’s CentreWest will find it difficult to make a
profit with prices that low.
• Global soybean meal expor ts in
2013/14 are projected to increase by
2.69 million tonnes, with 2.63 million
tonnes of this to be supplied by
Argentina. This shows just how much
of an impact Argentina’s differential
export taxes are having on the global
soybean meal market.
• The countries set to see the largest
increase in soybean meal imports in
2013/14 are the EU-27 (+0.8 million
tonnes), Thailand (+0.2 million tonnes),
Indonesia, Japan, Pakistan, the Philippines
and Turkey (all +0.1 million tonnes).
The only two countries that may
impor t less in 2013/14 are the US

(- 0.17 million tonnes) and Russia
(- 0.05 million tonnes).
• India’s domestic use of soybean meal
in 2013/14 is likely to rise by 370,000
tonnes to 4.07 million tonnes. Its exports
of soybean meal are forecast to fall
from 4.25 million tonnes this year to
3.95 million tonnes next year. If realised,
it would be the first marketing year
since 1908/81 that India’s domestic
soybean meal consumption exceeds
expor ts, which is evidence that the
long-term trajectory is for India to be
a net soybean importer later this decade.
Analysts based in India think the USDA’s
estimate for Indian soybean meal
consumption is already understated by
about 0.5 million tonnes.
• Argentina’s exports of soybean oil may
rise from 3.75 million tonnes in 2012/13
to 4.22 million tonnes in 2013/14. The
increase would be the first in the three
years and is an indication that Argentina’s
biodiesel expor ts are expected to
decline significantly over the next 18
months as a result of the anti-dumping
duties the EU-27 is expected to impose.
As noted, it is very unlikely that the
USDA’s forecast for 2013/14 will turn out
to be accurate as a result of the impact of
weather, government policies and the
global
economy.
However,
the
department is to be commended for
releasing the forecasts this early, as it gives
the world an indication what the situation
may be.

John Baize,
World Perspectives Inc, May 14, 2013

This is an edited version of the article.
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H

istorically, the US has been the world’s dominant

Similarly, the US used to have little competition in world soybean

producer of grains and oilseeds. As such, it was also

production, but not so today. For the first time in 2012/13, Brazil

by far the world’s leading supplier of grains and

passed the US as the No. 1 producer.

oilseeds, mainly soybean. In the last 15-20 years, however, US
dominance has been slipping as crop production in South

As the US share of world grain and soybean production has

America, Eastern Europe and Asia has increased much more

declined, its share of world trade has also been vulnerable. Table

rapidly than has been the case in the US.

1 shows the percentage of world exports accounted for by
suppliers other than the US.

For example, in the 2012/13 wheat year just finishing, the US is
the fourth-largest producer of wheat behind the EU, China and
India. Combined, Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan grow more
wheat than does the US.
The US is still the world’s largest producer of corn. Even in the
2012/13 drought year, its corn production was about 65 million
tonnes more than second-place China. However, corn
production in Brazil, Argentina, the EU, Ukraine and a number of
other countries has been growing rapidly to the point that the
US now accounts for 33% or less of world production. That is
down from around 45% in the 1980s.
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The foreign share of world grain and soybean exports has

Also, it used to be that foreign competition was felt during and

moved irregularly because of variations in production in several

after other suppliers’ harvests, but when they exhausted their

countries and regions, mainly due to adverse weather.

exportable supplies, the window for US supplies would reopen.
Now, however, increased production by other origins means that

The share of foreign wheat exports fell, and the US share of

stiff price competition can last longer and sometimes last during

wheat exports gained in 2010/11 due to a drought in Russia and

the entire US crop year.

Ukraine that forced the Russian government to embargo wheat
exports for nearly a year. However, when Black Sea wheat

Even though the US role in the world grain and soybean markets

production recovered in 2011/12, the US market share suffered.

and its influence over world pricing of those physical

The South American drought in 2011/12 and the US drought in

commodities has shrunk, the world’s principal futures markets

2012/13 temporarily skewed

and

world export patterns for

mechanisms for wheat, corn

soybean and corn.

and soybean still flourish –

price

discovery

more or less – in the US.
The trend shows the export
market share of foreign

Although they are often used

suppliers increasing and US

as proxies for the world

share in decline. In the last

markets, ultimately, they still

nine years, the US share of

reflect the US domestic

the corn trade has fallen

market and US values. These

most. It suffered the biggest

may or may not be closely

slide in wheat share in earlier

related to world markets and

years,

world prices. Often the US

but

that

trend

continues. Foreign soybean suppliers, mainly Brazil and Argentina,

and world prices move differently in terms of timing and

are gaining market share more slowly, but they are gaining.

direction as current US values for old-crop corn and soybean
are demonstrating.

Influence on world prices
It follows that, if the US share of the world market for grains and

With so much of world trade occurring between non-US origins

soybean is declining, its ability to influence world prices is also

and non-US destinations, we wonder if the CME grain and

reducing.

soybean markets are losing their relevance. Are they becoming
a proverbial house of cards? And if so, what happens next?

This loss of influence over prices is heightened because much of

Speculating about the answer to that is probably a topic for

the increase in non-US production is in countries that are unable

another day.

or unwilling to hold and store crop production, so quantities in
excess of domestic needs are exported at whatever price is
necessary to do the job.

Bob Kohlmeyer
World Perspectives Inc, May 23, 2013

World price leadership largely has been taken over by Russia in
the case of wheat; by Brazil and Ukraine for corn; and by Brazil,
and occasionally Argentina, for soybean.

This is an edited version of the article.
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Source: Khor Reports’ Palm Oil, May/June 2013, Issue 2

NEWS Briefs

SUSTAINABILITY UPDATE

Indonesia revisits 100,000 ha plantation limit
Indonesia’s Agriculture Ministry is revising the 2007 Ministerial Regulation on Plantation Permits, which will limit the
area a company can own to 100,000 ha.
“Through the revised regulation, the ministry will also oblige
companies owning at least 250 ha of plantation to establish a
plasma plantation outside their area to benefit local residents. The
size of the plasma plantation should be at least 20% of the
company’s plantation area,” said Deputy Agriculture Minister
Rusman Heriawan.
“The revision is our move to forestall any land monopoly. The revised regulation will be announced in late April and
is expected to be effective in May.” [Jakartapost.com, April 4, 2013]
He said the cap would not affect plantation areas that already exceed 100,000 ha. The concern seems to be based
on the principle of equity and fairness.
Rusman went on to say: “Look at how land conflicts between local people and big companies have increasingly occurred
in various provinces, especially because most provincial administrations have not completed their spatial master plans.”
The deadline has passed without the promised update. Large plantations are obviously resistant to such a move.
A Jakartapost.com editorial on April 8 stated: ‘This revisits a similar policy included in the Bill on plantations that was
proposed in 2003. However, the articles that set the maximum plot of land for a plantation company at 20,000 ha
in one province and 100,000 ha nationwide were removed from the final draft passed in mid‐2004.
‘The government, therefore, should act decisively when setting the land ownership limit. The new policy measure,
therefore, should be designed to empower smallholders and protect the interests of tribal‐land owners from greedy
investors and corrupt officials.’
If passed, this will affect new land acquisitions, but may not be applied to the existing land bank of unplanted areas.
It would add a hurdle for newcomers joining the industry, and affect the speed of expansion.
A key question is whether the cap will apply at a group or subsidiary level. Earlier versions pointed to a group land
ownership limit, and this would mean that big companies cannot expand in Indonesia any more.
All this could mean that Indonesian land prices might come down. In the short term, such a move would be bad for
companies if they have planted to the limit of their land bank. In the longer term, this might be good for CPO prices,
as supply growth of palm oil would be constrained.
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Source: Khor Reports’ Palm Oil, May/June 2013, Issue 2

NEWS Briefs

The carbon conundrum – tough thresholds to come?
In a tough revision of its certification standard for growers, the RSPO will require measurement of greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions from operations and new plantings. Other key new criteria are on forced labour and corruption;
these definitions will likely follow United Nations conventions.
The key bugbear for growers will be GHG and its implied carbon threshold for new land development. Some time
will be given to develop the GHG tools, and public reporting will only start Dec 31, 2016.
Nevertheless, the implications are obvious and significantly negative for plantation expansion on a business‐as‐usual
basis, using the current high conservation values (HCV) approach. This approach has lacked numeric certainty.
Furthermore, some European countries are asking their companies to report on GHG; leading to pressure on their
suppliers to do likewise.
Thus, plantation expansion by RSPO growers will have to focus on ‘low carbon stock areas’ (i.e. no deforestation, no
peat) and cultivated areas will likely need to have higher areas set aside for conservation.
The new Principles & Criteria (P&C) will also require changes in carbon stocks to be measured against a baseline of
land use in November 2005, when HCV assessments started. Such retroactive reporting of land developments
catches up with those who were less than fulsome in their new planting procedures reporting. This could generate
a list of who did the most in reducing carbon stocks.
Low carbon stock areas
RSPO defines low carbon stock areas as those with above and below ground
carbon stores ‘that would be lost by conversion to oil palm, smaller than that
which would be sequestered within an oil palm crop and other set‐aside areas
within the management unit over the period of one rotation’. Thus, expansion
should only occur in areas with less carbon (forested areas and scrubland) than
in a typical mature estate.
The Principles overlap and are superseded and this will mean:
(a) Low or no peat land development (negating or superseding Principle 7.4 which allows for non‐extensive planting
on peat);
(b) Usage of a carbon ceiling, e.g. 35 tonnes carbon/ha.* This is the often cited measure of carbon sequestered in an
oil palm tree, which Golden Agri/Sinar Mas has accepted for its pilot scheme. This would supersede Principle 7.3
on non‐usage of primary forest from November 2005; and
(c) Much higher set‐asides (i.e. areas not to be developed).
*’The time averaged carbon stock in an oil palm plantation appears to be in the order of 35 tonnes carbon/ha, calculated
over ... 25‐30 years... by various authors using different approaches ...’ (Source: Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Palm Oil
Production, Literature review and proposals from the RSPO Working Group on Greenhouse Gases, Final report, Oct 9, 2009)

Growers go for it
RSPO's new P&C were ratified on April 25, 2013 at an Extraordinary General Assembly, with 222 members from
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all stakeholder sectors voting. Significantly, the new standards were voted on in entirety and not on a key itemby‐item basis. There were three spoilt votes and only six voted against.
On the submissible votes, the votes were 97% in support. Thus, oil palm growers (who make up 15% of RSPO
members) appear to have come out surprisingly and selflessly in support of future restrictive measures.

Indonesia’s Moratorium on Deforestation
The Indonesian Palm Oil Association has opposed the government’s plan to prolong a two‐year forest
moratorium, slated to end (on May 20) … Presidential Instruction No. 10/2011 had set a two‐year
moratorium to halt the commercial use of a total 65.2 million ha of primary forests and peat land in an
attempt to curtail deforestation and reduce greenhouse gases. The moratorium … resulted from an
Indonesia-Norway bilateral agreement with a US$1 billion potential carbon transaction.
Forestry Minister Zulkifli Hasan has declared the moratorium a success, saying that the move has slowed
the country’s deforestation rate to 450 ha/year from 2010‐11, from 3.5 million ha/year from 1999‐2002.
Source: Jakartapost.com, April 24, 2013

Detecting deforestation
What will a carbon stocks policy require? Careful monitoring. All the pieces are falling in place for global monitoring
of deforestation, with the year‐end launch of a platform promising near‐real time satellite data combined with
submitted from‐the‐ground data. Global Forest Watch 2.0 is an initiative of NGO World Resources Institute, Google,
University of Maryland and the UN Environment Programme.
NGOs started using satellite imagery to good effect in identifying open burning incidents on plantation concessions,
notably in Sumatra, Indonesia. Plantations attributed it to third‐party burning on their land (not their doing or by their
contractors) and pledged to better police the situation. Burning in peat lands has been a key source of the annual
haze in Southeast Asia.
Various academic studies of satellite imagery have also shed light on deforestation rates in the region, including peat
swamp forest deforestation. It has highlighted interesting regional trends, including those in Sarawak and Kalimantan.
Satellite imagery studies for high carbon stocks has also been done by Golden‐Agri Resources with the aid of
sourcing facilitator The Forest Trust and a key NGO, Greenpeace. Importantly, this included the ‘ground‐truthing’ of
carbon stocks measures of canopies viewed from satellites.
In a nasty surprise for the palm oil industry, it found pretty high carbon stocks in what has been loosely called
‘degraded areas’. Bottom‐line: even large areas of degraded scrub lands should not be planted.
Also notable in recent international research and in product marketing is reference to ‘deforestation‐free
commodities’. Thus, deforestation detection will be negative for oil palm expansion by plantations in higher carbon
stock areas. The logical move would be for NGOs to make good use of such information in their campaigns to
influence global buyers.
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Source: Khor Reports’ Palm Oil, May/June 2013, Issue 2

NEWS Briefs

NUTRITION UPDATE

Higher Fats Standards in EU and Australia
In March, the EU margarine industry set stricter trans fats standards. Foodnavigator.com reported on March 19: ‘Initial
1995 standards recommended that all margarines and vegetable fat spreads, whether sold at retail or as ingredients,
should contain less than 5% trans fats – about the level of butter.
‘The Code of Conduct was updated in 2003 and again in 2007, and now
recommends that spreads and margarines should contain no more than 2%
trans fats on a fat basis, at retail. … Food companies should ensure
saturated fat levels do not rise as a result of reformulation.’
The use of palm oil is very important in industrial margarine products,
possibly more so than in retail ones. Palm oil is blended with other vegetable
oils to achieve the right balance between fatty acid profile and functionality.
Because of its fatty acid composition, palm oil does not need hydrogenation.
The negative health issues surrounding trans fats have been known for many years and most manufacturers have
moved away from partial hydrogenation of soft oils (primarily soybean and rapeseed) which results in trans fats.
Thus processors prefer palm oil, as seen in increased imports by the US since 2006 following trans fats regulations.
Until there is a major technological breakthrough to improve the shelf-life of soft oil-based products, manufacturers
will have to depend on palm oil, coconut oil or animal fats.
The wide discount of palm oil to other oils is an opportunity for it to gain market share. Most industry experts say
that this is palm positive, but they note that the proposed nutrient reference values (NRV) could be a tricky issue.
However, the big debate has shifted from trans fats to saturated fat. Which is more harmful? Foodnavigator.com
reports that the ‘current scientific consensus suggests that trans fats are worse than saturated fatty acids (SAFA) in
terms of effect on lipoproteins’.

EU Margarine Industry Standards
Voluntary measures to reduce trans fats in margarines sold to food manufacturers already have led to
an average 76% reduction since 2004, from 7.1% to 1.7%.
The level of trans fats in retail products will be reduced to no more than 2% on a fat basis, but concern
remains over the higher levels of trans fats in other foods.
Mandatory labelling of both SAFA and trans fats from all sources in all retail food products will be
supported.
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Palm oil experts think the EU margarine industry move will increase the consumption/use of palm oil in industrial
margarines rather than retail. However, since trans fats in margarines sold to manufacturers is already at 1.7%, the
upside seems limited. In retail products, the amount of fats (i.e. trans fats, SAFA and others) must be disclosed.
Under the proposed NRV, this could be a tricky issue for labelling. Come 2015, under EU rules, the ingredients list
must be disclosed. Palm oil cannot just come under a general ‘vegetable oils’ label.
There are emerging moves to cut saturated fat in foods. Australia wants to cut this by 25% by 2015.
Foodnavigator-asia.com reported in October 2012: ‘Some of Australia's biggest food companies have joined forces via
the Australian Food and Grocery Council to launch an initiative to significantly reduce fat, sodium and calories from
diets in the country. Under the terms of this voluntary agreement, named the Healthier Australia Commitment,
companies representing more than a quarter of the domestic food and grocery industry have agreed on a series of
reduction targets …
‘Unilever, Nestlé, Coca‐Cola and Campbell Arnotts, will set out to reduce saturated fat in products … (an) equivalent
of over 3 million kg (3,000 tonnes) of saturated fat (will be) removed from the food supply.’
This could slightly impact palm oil. It is up to palm oil marketers to explain to users and consumers the difference
in its saturated fat, compared to others.

Good prospects for red palm oil
Palm oil contains carotenoids and tocotrienols or Vitamin E, which have been found to be good for health. In the
1980s, in‐lab processing developed red palm oil to retain these nutrients in greater concentration, and processing
was commercialised in the early 1990s by Golden Jomolina. The processing involves pre‐treatment, and low
temperature deodorisation or deacidification.
With conventional processing, at higher temperatures, the carotene (red colour) breaks down to produce regular
golden‐coloured palm oil.Thus, red palm oil is natural and not synthesised. It is a virgin palm oil that is free of chemical
additives. Jomolina and Carotino are among the bigger producers of this product.
The applications are numerous, including direct consumption in margarine (which would apparently be grey
without the colourant). In frying, it gives a golden colour to the food. It is better used at lower temperature and
with shorter cooking times, so as not to lose the properties. Some red palm oil products guarantee minimum 550
ppm carotenes.
Its superior nutritional values are lauded and used in products like the Carotino Biscuit programme to fight Vitamin
A deficiency among children in Africa (with positive documented results), Food manufacturers mainly use it for
colouring purposes. Europe is at the forefront of a growing trend to drop artificial ‘E number’ ingredients.
The natural antioxidants also have a positive influence on product shelf‐life. Red palm oil is an all-in‐one substitute
(with no trans fats and a natural colouring), which has a price advantage over many alternatives. Marketers of red
palm oil see good immediate prospects in niche and high-end market applications especially in Japan, Korea, Europe
and the US.
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Source: Khor Reports’ Palm Oil, May/June 2013, Issue 2

NEWS Briefs

MARKET UPDATES

Malaysian palm oil producers push for biodiesel
Palm oil has been trading at an unusually large discount to competing oils in recent months.The industry also endured
the shock of record large end‐2012 stocks figure in Malaysia.
Together with concerns of large supplies in 2013 and lackadaisical demand, it is of no surprise that some Malaysian
palm oil producers are again talking of burning palm oil to raise domestic use of palm oil. This would reduce stocks
and it might be price supportive.
However, since the launch of Malaysia’s National Biofuel Policy in 2006, the lack of will and high cost of implementing
a subsidised mandate have resulted in an overhang of unused biodiesel licences, shuttered plants and shelved
projects. Malaysian biodiesel players have struggled with increasingly high feedstock prices and poor export market
prospects, while Indonesia gained market share on the back of a more advantageous export duty structure.
As recently as late 2012, three biodiesel facilities were operational at sub‐optimal capacities. However, palm biodiesel
has offered positive margins recently. With palm oil price slumping to the floor of Brent Crude price, biodiesel makes
real commercial sense.
Star Online reported on April 2, 2013: ‘According to sources, the plants of five biodiesel players, namely Carotino,
Sime Darby, Kuala Lumpur Kepong, Platinum Biofuels and AM Biofuel, have already been running at full capacity over
the past two months.’
Our sources reckon that Indonesian exporters may be benefiting most from the US$1 per gallon tax credit
reinstated in January 2013. In the meantime, the EU is mulling retroactive implementation of antidumping duties.

Malaysian GLCs to lead biodiesel venture
In a surprise and bold move, Sime Darby and Felda Global, two Malaysian plantation giants – government-linked
corporations or GLCs – announced a new venture at the end of March 2013.
They are to lead Biodiesel Malaysia Sdn Bhd which was originally set up by the Malaysian Palm Oil Board, a unit of
the Ministry of Plantation Industries and Commodities. It hopes to be operational by Q3 of this year, using Sime
Darby’s biodiesel plant on Carey Island in Selangor, leasing facilities from non-operational units or via toll processing
with others.
The shareholding structure and consortium members have yet to be finalised. The latest news is that Felda Global
will take 32% and Sime Darby 23%. The government wants other major plantations, petroleum companies and
biodiesel producers to take part in the remaining 45% stake in Biodiesel Malaysia. The market awaits news of who
will join in.
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In its April 17, 2013 report, UOB Kay Hian reported on details of the Sime Darby‐Felda Global proposal:
• First, it envisages easier implementation by focusing on take‐up by non-subsidised commercial vehicles and the
fishing-boat fleet, while B5 will remain for passenger cars. For the latter, the big stumbling block is no warranty by
car makers for B10 use (Japanese cars warranty B5 and European cars cover up to B7). Furthermore, the size of
the subsidy that may be needed for a full roll‐out of B10 into subsidised diesel is a burning question.
• Secondly, Biodiesel Malaysia plans for a realistic volume. UOB Kay Hian notes: ‘Based on the use of B5 and B10,
an estimated 650,000‐700,000 tonnes (about 30% of inventory level in March 2013) of palm biodiesel are required
to meet the target, vs the earlier projected 1 million tonnes. Despite the lower volume, this is enough to reduce
Malaysia’s palm oil inventory ... to 1.5‐1.6 million tonnes, a one‐month supply.’
• Finally, the timeline for implementation and the subsidy structure looks more reasonable. ‘The B5 programme has
been implemented in central Peninsular Malaysia with an estimated usage of 110,000 tonnes of CPO. The same
blending facilitates will be used for B10 blending in the central region and the roll‐out into the southern, northern
and eastern regions will be implemented in stages starting from July 13, Oct 13 and Jan 14 respectively,’ UOB Kay
Hian reports.
There will also be capex of RM300 million (US$97 million) for new blending stations (RM6‐10 million per station).
Star Online reported that RM80 million (US$26 million) of capex and subsidies had been spent as at Feb 12, 2013.
The impact is likely to be felt from late Q4 of this year when the biodiesel blend is fully implemented in Peninsular
Malaysia. However, to sustain this, the government needs to offer subsidies to users and producers. Can Malaysia,
with its increasingly limited fiscal flexibility, do this?
We think….
Recently, the differential between diesel and biodiesel has been wide enough to make it financially viable. How long
will this situation persist? Some point out that biodiesel ventures by plantation companies tend to sour when prices
exceed RM2,500/tonne.
Biodiesel is a volatile business, hence the call for subsidies. Do analysts worry that subsidy costs may prove
prohibitive? Some who are positive on Biodiesel Malaysia admit that they have not calculated the subsidy. They hope
that the subsidy cost may be recovered via higher export tax and potential windfall profit tax on the plantation
sector. Furthermore, most agree that the risk of the reversal of biodiesel policies is significant globally.
Natural resistance from petroleum companies should not be discounted. In the US, the Environmental Protection
Agency could soon require oil companies to replace E‐10 with E‐15. On April 2, 2013, industry experts said on
National Public Radio:
• “Oil companies say they're absolutely not going to put E‐15 into the marketplace, and if they're forced, they'll take
their product elsewhere.”
• Renewable Fuels Association president, Bob Dinneen, said (about petrol company resistance): “This is about market
share. This is about their profitability. It's not any more complicated than that.”
• “Even though the EPA says E‐15 is safe for any car built after 2001, car companies insist it's not.”
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Shipping

A

lmost by definition, shipping involves travelling –

For myself, I was lucky in that I lived in the UK and always joined

naturally, by those sailing on ships but also by the

or left my ship MV Otaio in the UK, so my journeys were never

shore-based staff involved. They must travel to visit the

very long. But then I sailed through the Suez Canal to the west

ships, to visit the customers, to search for new business or to

coast of Australia, all around the coast of Australia and ended up

check out new ports.
Not only do the seafarers travel on ships, they often have to
travel around the world to either join or leave a ship. My son
once travelled from London to Frankfurt, then to Rio de Janeiro,
thence to Valparaiso in Chile and finally on a local airline down
the coast from Valparaiso Cabo Negro in the south – 36 hours
and seven take-offs and landings. He then sailed up the coast
stopping at every port in Chile and Peru to the Panama Canal
and beyond.
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MV Otaio in Liverpool, 1958

in Cairns in the north-east. I then sailed to Auckland for a trip to
every port in New Zealand, some twice, and then home via the

A new building in Kuwait, April 1963

Panama Canal.
Later, working for various shipping companies, I travelled
frequently to different parts of the world. Some trips were very
routine, one could almost say boring, while some were
interesting, to say the least.
Travel in the shipping business is essential and it is my belief that
one should make the most of the experience and not get too
worried if things go wrong; they will always get sorted out
somehow. As long as one is relaxed, friendly and not aggressive,
it is rare that any harm will come to one. The people who have

East. The ships they used then were still being built in the same

had serious problems are those who get angry and start

way in the early 1960s.

shouting at all and sundry. In modern-day parlance: keep calm
and go with the flow!

My return trip was also eventful. The airline that had granted the
free ticket had lost its licence to trade to Europe so I spent some

Kuwait

days visiting the other airlines with my father and the NYK Line

In the early 1960s, I worked for NYK Line. That job involved

agent. I needed to find an airline that would take me back to

travelling throughout northern Europe to visit the ships and

London, or as close as I could get. Finally one said it could take

agents.The first trip was on board one of the ships so I could see

me from Beirut to Paris and I accepted. After an elaborate

what was involved with entering the ports, working cargoes in

farewell dinner from my father’s cook, I left for Beirut.

the port and then sailing from the port. We covered 12 ports in
the space of one month.

When I arrived, the airline said that a different airline was flying
that day and refused to accept my ticket. It could guarantee to

While working for NYK Line, I visited my father who was

take me in three days’ time. Having almost no money, I could not

working on the airport in Kuwait. He arranged with one of the

afford a hotel, so I went in search of the original airline’s offices.

local airlines to give me a free ticket from London to Kuwait. The
plane was an old War War II DC6 with an Australian crew. The

Luckily I saw a pilot who I had met in Kuwait, explained the

schedule was to leave London early in the morning and stop in

situation, and he agreed to take me back to Kuwait that night in

Frankfurt and Rome, before changing planes in Beirut.

an empty plane. Imagine my father’s surprise and his cook’s
disappointment, when I turned up again.

The plane left very late after announcements that we would not
stop in Frankfurt or Rome and that it would take eight hours to

Iran

reach Beirut. Over the Mediterranean I was invited to join the

After that I spent some years only flying around Europe, with just

crew in the cockpit. They asked me if I had ever been to the

one trip behind the Iron Curtain to Warsaw. I became

Greek Islands. When I said ‘No’, they took the plane lower and

accustomed to routine business trips with the highlights being

showed me Corfu, Crete, etc, from the air!

short delays due to fog.

I returned to my seat over Cyprus and we landed in Beirut to

I was then asked to visit Tehran towards the end of the Shah’s

change plane for Kuwait. That was my first ever flight! In Kuwait I

reign. My company was investigating a combined shipping,

saw the origins of the trade to Southeast Asia from the Middle

storage and trucking contract to serve a plant being built in
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Isfahan. I accordingly flew to Tehran and promptly had to go out
to buy a sweater, as it was snowing! I had thought I was heading
for a hot country like Kuwait and had no idea how cold it could
get. After some meetings, I was supposed to visit the (in those
days) Persian Gulf port of Bandar Mahshahr.
I left early one morning by car, together with an American
gentleman from among our customers. After an hour of crazy
driving, and passing a total wreck about every 100 metres, the
American said “Go back to Tehran, I want to fly, it is safer.” On

Senegalese ‘bush taxi’ – with agent and driver

the way back we did have one minor accident, but luckily no
injuries.
I never made it to Bandar Mahshahr. After more meetings I
returned to Europe and was given a ride to the airport by the

During the ride to the police station, I managed to slip my

hotel manager who was an Indian national. At every red light, at

scissors into the bottom of the first aid kit. At the police station

least 20 cars went through before one stopped. There were one

the kit was searched and the scissors found to the mortification

or two accidents but nothing serious. The Indian told me there

of the policeman. We bought him and his boss a cup of local

were a lot of happy people. They each calculated that they had

coffee from a stall that appeared from nowhere and proceeded

earned a net 200 Riyals that day because they had not been

on our way.

stopped by the traffic police!
The border crossing was easy. We had expected delays but there
Senegal

were four motorbikes from the president’s personal guard there

In the early 1980s, I was travelling to West Africa three or four

and we got to talking, and so were waved through. They were

times a year which was an eye-opener in terms of travel. I was

the advance guard for a state visit to the Gambia by Senegal’s

visiting Dakar in Senegal and had to visit Banjul in The Gambia

president.

next. I discovered that the only way to fly between these cities
was to go via Paris. There was no direct air service and Paris was

Next we had to wait for the ferry to cross the Banjul River; while

the shortest way by air.

waiting, some repairs were made to the car engine, using an old
Coca-Cola can and some electrical tape. Once on board the

I talked to my agents and we decided to drive. We went to the

ferry, I noticed that all the signs on board were only in

centre of Dakar where the ‘bush taxis’ were; Peugeot 504s, each

Norwegian, even the safety warnings. The ferry was an old Fjord

with a destination board on them. My agent arranged for one to

ferry bought from Norway when a bridge had made it

pick us up next morning and go without any other passengers,

redundant.

chickens, goats, etc.
My agent and the driver left me at a hotel in the middle of town
After heading out of town, on a fairly well used dirt track, we

and returned to Dakar. The next day, after a few meetings, I met

came to a crossroads and were stopped by the police. After

a fellow British traveller in the hotel and we decided to go out

searching the car and all of us, he decided we had to follow him

for a local meal, mindful of the curfew that was in place for 9pm.

to the police station as he had found “a serious violation” – the
driver had no scissors in his first aid kit.

A taxi took us to a restaurant where we had a reasonable local
meal. After eating, it was about 8pm, so we asked them to get us
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a taxi which proved impossible as all the taxi drivers lived

We drove off in total darkness with no headlights on.

outside the centre and had already gone home. We decided to

Occasionally the driver put the lights on for a couple of

walk.

seconds to reveal people diving out of the path of the taxi.
After about 20 minutes I saw lights ahead and thought we

After 30 minutes we started to get worried as there were no

were nearing the town but they turned out to be a karaoke

cars on the streets and we soon realised that we would never

bar! The same thing happened three times more before we

make it to the hotel by 9pm. Finally at 8.50pm, we went into a

arrived in the town.

bar and had a drink, resigned to spending the night there. After
a while my colleague went to answer a call of nature and came

The taxi stopped at a petrol station and the man in the back seat

back, having discovered that we were in the local brothel!

paid a fare to the woman and left. I worked out that the woman
was the driver’s wife. A few minutes later I saw the hotel on the

Luckily for us, about 10:30pm a couple of policemen came in for

left and the driver pulled up opposite it and indicated that I

a drink and after we explained our predicament, they drove us

should pay his wife the agreed fare. After doing so, I started to

back to the hotel, refusing a tip because of the “good tale they

get out but was told to stay, and he then drove me to the door

could tell their colleagues”.

of the hotel. Obviously he did not want the hotel staff to see
how much I paid him.

China
On one memorable occasion I had to travel from Singapore to

The next morning the hotel car took me to the station, utilising

Ningbo in China. It was a last-minute trip so I booked Singapore

the cycle lane and causing all the hundreds of cyclists to fall over

to Guangzhou via Bangkok, then a local flight from Guangzhou

right and left to avoid the car, an unbelievable sight and one that

to Hangzhou, overnight in a hotel, and then by train from

would have done very well on ‘Youtube’ if I had been able to film

Hangzhou to Ningbo. I made it to Guangzhou with no problem

it.

but then the domestic flight was delayed. The airport only had
one sign in English: ‘Food. Delayed Flights’. I did get my chicken

On arriving at the station, I tried to find my train by matching the

and rice for free!

characters on my ticket with those on the platform signs. Finally
a carpenter indicated that he could help me and he took me by

I had asked the Hangzhou hotel to arrange a car for me but they

the arm, guided me onto the correct platform, along the

obviously had not waited for the three hours of the delay so, late

platform, onto the train and indicated my reserved seat. He then

into the evening, I looked for a taxi. There were only two outside

shook my hand and left.

and the first driver took one look at me and drove away fast.
My fellow passengers being very concerned that I did not have
The second indicated he would take me and luckily I had the

my jar of tea leaves with me, found an empty jar, washed it with

hotel name in Chinese characters. We agreed a price and he

boiling water, each contributed some tea leaves and then made

insisted I sat in front. We left the terminal and he drove to

me my tea; only then did they relax. My immediate neighbour

another area of the airport and stopped indicating that I should

spoke impeccable English and when I asked if he had studied in

wait.

England, he said he had never left China. He had learned by
listening to the BBC World Service.

I nervously waited, taking the opportunity to hide my passport
and a lot of my money about my person. After a while the driver
came back with three other people. There was some argument
and one of the men left, whereupon the other man and a
woman got into the back seat.

Charles Barton
Maritime Consultant
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ne of the most common questions people ask me

phenomenon that’s not just about beliefs and attitudes; it’s about

about with brand building is: how do you get people

easily measurable behaviour and in particular buying patterns.

to change their minds totally? By that I mean a 180degree turnaround. In the case of the oils and fats industry, the

Pleasure revenge has its roots in the 1960s with many people,

required mindset change is often about the business of changing

especially opinion-leaders like US President John F Kennedy,

people’s minds from being negative to being positive about the

advocating a healthier lifestyle of diet and exercise in order to

industry as a whole.

promote a life full of energy and vitality. Next came the 1970s
with jogging, aerobics classes, Jane Fonda’s workout videos and

An often useful angle on this old problem can be got from a

increasing public education campaigns on the harmful effects of

more recent phenomenon. It’s called ‘pleasure revenge’ – a term

smoking on health.

coined a couple of decades ago by trend-studier and futurologist
Faith Popcorn. She accurately predicted the rise of certain

After that, the list just went on and on, with additional items such as

consumer-buying patterns which were in contradiction to the

low-fat spreads that reduce the risk of heart disease, a never-ending

trend of buying patterns in general, not to mention mass-media

list of workout machines and an emphasis on fighting cholesterol.

coverage at the time. Pleasure revenge deals with this contrary
behaviour.

So did the world get healthier? Well for some people, yes. But
smoking remained popular (in fact, often with the number of

Additionally, Popcorn understood the reasons and the

young smokers growing) and the booming food businesses were

psychology of the reasons as to why people would change their

McDonald’s, Burger King, Domino’s pizza, Ben & Jerry’s ice-cream

attitudes to oppose a trend, even when that trend is massive and

and Dunkin Donuts. All things with high fat, high sugar, high starch

might even appear unstoppable. On top of all that is the

and the rest, but they were products that people kept on

powerful fact that pleasure revenge was, and continues to be, a

wanting to buy. Why?
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A big part of the answer is about pleasure revenge – a reaction

States are important in understanding attitude change as well

by many members of the public to all the preaching by authority

behaviour change, as they are both linked in to the important

figures telling them what to do. It doesn’t even matter if the

subject of motivation (which of course, is one of the most

people giving the advice are qualified scientists or decent folks

important states of all – particularly for branding).

with good intentions. In other words: there
comes a point where people simply feel

But here’s the big deal about states: as

sick of being told what to do, even if

they are all linked in to our physical

the advice is factually correct and

bodies, and our physical bodies change

makes sense. And oddly enough, a

(try and hold the same posture, same

pleasure revenge action often actually

facial expression, or even try holding

costs the consumer money too.

your breath for long – not easy), our
states change also.

Consequently the consumption of
many items, from ice cream to the

One of my biggest privileges in

priciest cigars and the rest, takes on

learning neuro lingistics was during a

a new meaning. Their consumption is

training by John Overdurf and Julie

partly an indulgence, and it’s partly a

Silverthorn where they put a great

protest vote too. Sure, if you like ice

deal of emphasis on the idea that it

cream, then a high quality ice cream

is

will be a welcome purchase. But that is

(often

impossible)

to

maintain a single state for longer than

seldom the whole story. Part of the

90 seconds. Even the extreme states,

pleasure is about the fact that the pleasure
has the added qualities of being some kind of ‘forbidden fruit’

hard

such as positive passion or negative anger,
fluctuate over time.

and so has the added quality of an added element of revenge
in it.

So, what’s the link with pleasure revenge? Well if someone tells
you to be against the consumption of a certain thing because of

The state you are in

the health negatives, you might experience a state of revulsion

In neuro linguistics a large amount of emphasis is put on the

at those negative for a while, but it’s a state that is hard to

word ‘state’, with state in this case being where there is a

maintain. Usually our attention drifts and feelings change. And

combination of a thought (in the mind) and a feeling (in the

those feelings are all the more likely to change, if the change

body).

involves moving closer to something that you previously liked to
have anyway.

Typical examples of state are: desire, boredom, curiosity and
even anger. When someone experiences these states, it is not

On top of that is the state of resentment we feel, as many of us

only a mental activity; it is also a physical thing going on in the

really don’t like being told what to do. And that feeling is

person’s body. When someone is curious, they often lean

stronger when we don’t know the person who is telling us what

forward and open their eyes wider. When someone is angry,

to do, or we don’t particularly relate to him. Although

they often shout louder and their heart rate and blood pressure

resentment is a state in itself also, it is also hooked into non-state

go up. For a while, even if it is only for a short while, their physical

things such as values. Examples are: independence of thought,

body can change quite a bit.

fairness and personal freedom.
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FDR’S 1932 election
Pleasure revenge and reactions to negative preaching
happen in many other areas of life besides consumption of
indulgence foods. A good example lies in politics. Franklin
D Roosevelt’s bid to win the presidency of the US in
the 1932 election, when he fought against the
incumbent Herbert Hoover, had a parallel series of
phenomena to those of the states and pleasure
revenge already mentioned.
Hoover’s strategy to beat FDR could be
summed up in three words: attack, attack,
attack. Yet FDR won by a surprisingly large electoral sweep. It

Later, at a time of his choosing, FDR would go on the

was as if he had sensed that people were getting fed up with

offensive. And when he did it, he would aim for a high level

all the preaching from Hoover, in the same way that Popcorn

of surprise, hence making the offensive even more

sensed that people were getting fed up with all the preaching

effective.

from doctors talking about cholesterol.
Chocolate factory
Once in office, FDR seemed to carry on with the same

The fact that people have a tendency toward pleasure

insight. For the first 100 days in office he was unusually

revenge, and a consequent inability to hold a state for very

quiet. Even when the Supreme Cour t over turned his

long, finds its way into behaviour change in all kinds of

programmes, and opponents such as Senator Huey Long

unexpected areas. One such example was from a friend of

made hostile attacks on him in the press, FDR often

mine many years ago.

remained silent.
As a hard-up student, he got a holiday job on the packing line in
To quote Robert Greene from his book The 33 Strategies of

a chocolate factory. My first thought was he must have been

War, Greene said of FDR: “Eventually he knew that people

tempted to take a chocolate now and again, and simply eat it

would tire of these endless attacks and accusations,

when no one was looking. I asked him how management

particularly by refusing to reply to them he made them

prevented this financial loss.

inevitably one-sided.”
To my amazement, he told me that the bosses told him that he
The important word in that quote is ‘tire’. People generally, and

could eat all the chocolate he liked, any minute he was there. So

particularly, mass-media audiences today, get tired of the same

he did. And after only a few days, guess what happened? He got

old message very quickly. And, of course, watching a one-sided

totally sick of chocolates, and never touched them again (and

fight is much more tedious than having the drama of a closely

isn’t so keen on them even now, years later). But what would

matched punch-up. In fact, if it is so one-sided that the attacker

have happened if the management had said the opposite? Then

is doing all the punching, then the audience will start to feel

pleasure revenge would have kicked in with the pleasure of

sorry for the underdog, and start rooting for him.

taking revenge on a bossy boss.
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Making pleasure revenge work

Top branding campaigns have balanced this paradox very well.

There are a number of key elements to the FDR and chocolate

Coca-Cola kept the product the same, the name the same and

factory stories:

the logo the same, at the same time as continually changing the
adverts and even many of the slogans. Equally Sony kept the

1. There’s an old (but true) cliché in selling: ‘telling ain’t selling’.

same company name and the same font, but always upgrading

People have a tendency to get sick of being told what to do

the product – they’d be dead meat today if they had just

or how to think. This is especially so when it is done in a

stayed with the same old, but world-beating Walkman

forceful and repetitive manner.

cassette-player.

2. The power of surprise: FDR surprised both his opponents

Telling the same old message, and keeping the delivery of it the

and his voting public by doing the unexpected. Equally the

same old way is generally counter-productive. There are a few

chocolate factory management had completed most of its

exceptions to this. One would be Joseph Stalin’s rise to, and

task with the workers by surprising them with the statement

retaining of, power in the Soviet Union. But then, he did have the

“Eat all the chocolates you want off the packing line – totally

advantage of having people shot when he felt like it, or sent to

free”. A well-timed surprise can throw people off balance

gulags if they didn’t follow him. The rest of us live with a few

and, once they are off balance. it is a lot easier to take their

more constraints.

opinion and their behaviour to where you want them to be.
It’s a battle
3. Overdoing a message can backfire: As in Shakespeare’s Hamlet,

Many marketing people draw analogies between winning

the line “the lady doth protest too much, methinks” is a

opinion in branding a product or an idea, with winning a battle

common quote for a message that is protested oh-so-much

in a military conflict. And often this viewpoint is useful, as it often

and oh-so-often that one starts to wonder just how genuine

leads to knowing what questions to ask. I would suggest one of

it is. On a topical note, the recently depar ted Baroness

the most useful questions to ask is: ‘How can I behave

Margaret Thatcher had a nice line: “Being powerful is like

unpredictably?’

being a lady – if you have to go around telling everybody that
you are … then you aren’t!”, and quite right too.

If you have an enemy who is big and widely supported with a
lot of firepower, one thing is for sure: you want to be less of

4. Style: In short: are you preaching? Nobody likes to be on the

an easy target. If they know what you are going to do and

receiving end of a preacher pointing the finger or the school

where you are going to be, you are more likely to get shot.

teacher pointing a ruler. Even if the person doing it is right –

But if you can get them to waste their ammunition by

it’s just plain annoying. Often, it’s boring and repetitive too.

shooting where they think you are, when you’re somewhere
else, then the odds of winning start to move dramatically in

Talking of repetitive, an effective marketing campaign is

your favour.

a paradox. It needs to be the same (the power of
consistency of message of consistency of position) and,

In the case of branding and the business of changing mindsets,

at the same time, it needs to be different (keep it

there is an added factor of the battle being viewed by the

changing; keep it interesting – if people are yawning,

general public. And one thing we know about the general public:

you’re losing).

in our ‘mouse-click, one-second-attention-span’ world, audiences
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generally have the tiniest of attention spans – within seconds
their minds simply drift.
Hence there is a check-list I’d suggest:
1. Have you always responded to an attack? Not responding is
always an option. In fact, responding at all is the first level of
predictability. If nothing else, just be silent now and then for a
bit of variety. Sometimes (rarely, I accept that) silence and
inaction can cause confusion in the mind of the enemy.
2. Have you ever used the same response more than once?
Wow, this has so many negatives in it. Firstly, hearing the same
message is boring for your target audience. Secondly, you are
making life easy for your opponents by making yourself

information and scientific papers, not to mention governments

predictable.

and celebrities such as Al Gore, generally pushing the
greenhouse gas arguments.

3. If you need to repeat a message, have you at least changed
your style? Most anti-palm oil industry messages are actually

There are hardly any champions of the climate-change

the same message but the public interest is raised more by

sceptics. Why is this? It seems that pleasure revenge is kicking

the style and flair rather than the actual point that is being

in here too. Without a coordinated counter-movement by the

made. They will want to know: is it new? Is it shocking?

sceptics, it is as if a large chunk of the public has simply

Anything is fine, so long as it’s not the same old boring stuff.

become sick of being preached at. The negative reaction is
stronger when the preaching comes from distant academics

4. What is your ratio of ‘acting’ to ‘reacting’? In short, if your

or tree-hugging hippies (well, that’s how the masses see

opponent has got you running around, then you are losing

them). That is the central point of this article. So, odd as this

the game. You keep doing something because they keep

may sound, on rare occasions, plain laziness can be effective

doing something. But when the opposite happens and you

too.

do something after they have done nothing, your powers
begin to multiply. This comes from everything, from military

In the end, it really doesn’t much matter how you wrong-foot an

battles and marketing campaigns to football matches (if you

opponent in a battle to change opinion – the important thing is

are on the attack and you have possession of the ball, then

that you do it. Because of this, your ability to do the unexpected

things are looking good for you).

becomes one of your chief assets. And the same thing works the
other way. In other words: the day you start becoming

A while ago, I was in the UK listening to a broadcast with a pro

predictable is the day you start to die!

climate-change scientist lamenting the fact that “40% of the
British population consider themselves to be climate-change

Dr Ian L Halsall

sceptics”. This is fascinating when you look at the amount of

Researcher & Author
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Processing POME – A Greener Solution
Pomethane is a new, reliable cost-effective solution for

“One obstacle to adoption of cleaner solutions to

more eco-friendly palm oil production. It is helping

treating palm oil mill effluent (POME) has been an

leading producers reduce manufacturing impacts,

absence of compelling economic arguments,” he

thereby saving money and energy.

said.

The technology has been implemented by several

“Pomethane enables plants to recover the energy

Southeast

Felda,

from POME to power their mill production and staff

Malaysia’s largest crude palm oil producer. It

quarters, with some plants able to produce enough

represents a best-practice application for managing

gas to become energy self-reliant or even generate

palm oil industrial waste through an anaerobic

revenue through the sale of excess electricity back to

thermophilic digestion process.

the grid.”

Methane

Asian

companies,

captured

from

including

manufacturing

waste

Additional value can be created from recycling

materials is converted to biogas and electricity and/or

treated POME as liquid fertiliser that can be used

steam and hot water. In addition to increasing the

directly on the plantation. Solid/fibre fertilised biomass

diversity and security of the plant’s electricity supply,

can also be recovered for use in the plantation or for

the process enables:

sale.

- dramatically improved environmental performance,

Veolia has also demonstrated that Pomethane can be

including reduced emission of greenhouse gases

combined with an aerobic polishing plant to achieve a

(GHG);

final effluent discharge of BOD < 20ppm. This opens
up additional value creation potential through the re-

- lower risks of river and soil pollution; and

use of water for irrigation and the application of
wastewater sludge as fertiliser.

- improved land, forest and ecosystem conservation.
At Felda’s 60-tonne Serting Hilir palm oil mill, the
The official launch was announced at the National

1.2MW generated per hour supplies energy to both

Seminar on Palm Oil Milling, Refining, Environment

the plant’s own production facility and the grid of the

and Quality in Malaysia last November by Lars Hjorth,

local energy provider. The highly efficient treatment

Wastewater

Manager,

process yields a level of COD removal exceeding

Southeast Asia Design & Build Projects Group, Veolia

90% and enables a significant reduction in GHG

Water Solutions & Technologies. The technology was

emissions.

Business

Development

developed by Veolia's subsidiary, Biothane.
In addition to highlighting the environmental and

Veolia Water Solutions & Technologies

energy benefits, Hjorth said that value creation is a
major factor why anaerobic digestion processes like

Pomethane have the potential to transform palm oil
manufacturing practices.

This is an edited version of a press release dated Nov 30, 2012.
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he Industrial Revolution began in Great Britain in
the late 18th century with the mechanisation of
cotton spinning and weaving, the development of
steam power and the use of coal instead of wood for the
smelting of iron. Other industries also moved from artisanal
to factory methods of production and, as a result, there was
a rapid increase in the population of cities by the mid-19th
century.
Table 1 shows the growth in population in the whole of the UK
and in London. Growth also occurred in provincial towns such
as Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow, which became centres
of manufacturing. Great Britain was at the time called the
‘Workshop of the World’, with the hugely successful 1851
exhibition as its showcase.

Some multiples started manufacturing; others negotiated for
manufacturers to supply product for sale under their own brand
names.

The feeding of the growing population, particularly in the towns,
required developments in the distribution system from street
markets to larger retail shops and then to multiple stores, such
as Sainsbury’s, Home & Colonial, Liptons and Cooperatives.

Similar developments were occurring in Europe and North
America in the second half of the 19th century. Some of the
technical advances important for the food industry will be
described over the two parts of this article.
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Transportation by sea
Supplies of tea were at this time brought from India by sailing
ship – each season, there was a ‘race of the tea clippers’ to bring
the first of the new harvest to the London market and get the
best price. These ships were supplanted by reliable steamships of
much larger capacity and greater speed. A forerunner was the SS
Great Britain built by Isambard Brunel in 1843 out of steel and
driven by steam engines.
Commercial refrigeration
Large quantities of meat chilled with ice were carried from the
Americas. The storage and use of ice had been known for a very
long time. The ice was harvested from lakes in the winter and
stored underground. The useful effect of reduced temperature
for preserving food was well known, but the effect obtained
from ice was very limited.
The development of commercial refrigeration had its origins in
experimental work in the 18th century, and came to fruition in
the second half of the 19th century just at the time that
perishable foods had to be transported for long distance.
Experimental production of a cooling effect by the use of a volatile
liquid such as ether or alcohol was shown in the 1750s by Cullen
in Glasgow and by the polymath Benjamin Franklin in Cambridge.
The liquid draws the heat required for evaporation from its
surroundings. For example, a mercury thermometer could be
cooled to -14ºC from an ambient temperature of 18ºC; ice from
the moisture in the atmosphere formed on the bulb.
The development of practical methods of refrigeration was
preceded by the theoretical work of Nicolas Carnot, a major in
Napoleon’s army. In 1823 he first published his calculations for a
perfectly efficient pumping engine with an operating cycle, which
converted thermal energy into work or could create a
temperature difference by doing work.
Machines using vapour compression were developed in the US
and in Australia in the 1850s. They were first used in breweries
and meat packing houses. Then in 1875, one (Figure 1) was fitted
to the Dunedin (Figure 2), a three-masted cargo ship under sail
and successfully brought a cargo of lamb carcases to England.
A boom in the sheep and dairy industries followed in the
Antipodes, and also in the Americas. In Latin America beef that
was being processed into canned corned beef, (among others by

Fray Bentos in Uruguay), or into a concentrated meat extract
such as Bovril (Figure 3), could now be transported in chilled
form. This was a huge improvement in quality for the consumer.
The refrigerators used hazardous evaporating liquids such as
ammonia, methyl chloride or sulphur dioxide, which were
unsuitable for domestic refrigerators. These had become
available in the 1920s, with the development of inert ‘Freon’, a
compound containing chlorine, fluorine and carbon.
However, residues of Freon in the atmosphere were found to
damage the ozone layer, which protects us form harmful
radiations from space. A hole in the ozone layer was discovered
in the Antarctic in 1985, and this led to an international treaty to
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products were purchased by the Navy. Later, larger containers
were used to fulfil the growing demand but, in 1850, 50 tons of
insufficiently heated products were condemned.
A proper understanding of the process came with the
discoveries of Louis Pasteur (born 1822). He was a professor of
chemistry at Lille University in France, and was involved in
solving problems of the local industry. He discovered that
bacteria caused wine to be soured and that they could be killed
by boiling.
Pasteur’s discovery has had a huge impact on the food industry,
and of course on medical science. Canned food could now be
made safe with certainty. Cans of roast veal taken on an Arctic
expedition by Sir Edward Parry in 1824 were still in acceptable
condition in 1958.
Inevitably the heat treatment produced textures and flavours
somewhat different from those produced by cooking fresh
produce. A further processing development around 1960 was
the short-time ultra-high temperature process. Product is
injected with super heated steam to reach temperatures well
over 100ºC for as little as seven seconds. Bacteria and yeasts are
killed in the very short time, while taste and texture are
unaffected. The canning process is then carried out at room
temperature under aseptic conditions.

ban Freon. It has therefore been replaced by chemicals that do
not harm the ozone layer. By 2003 evidence was obtained
showing improvement in the ozone layer.
The most important advantage of refrigeration is that it enables
food to be maintained in its fresh state until it reaches the enduser. A major second use is in air conditioning of homes, work
places and vehicles.
Preservation through canning
Preservation by means of heat had come into use much earlier.
In France Nicholas Appert won a prize of 12,000 francs in 1809
for preserving food by heat-treating it in a sealed glass jar. It was
thought at the time that the ‘agent of putrefaction’ was air, which
would be displaced by the heat treatment.
Appert’s concept was quickly commercialised using tinned iron
cans and was very successful. In 1820, 50,000 lbs of canned
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Other methods of preservation
Physical and chemical methods of food preservation also have a
long history. For example, in a suitable climate, meat can be airdried to give a ‘pemmican’ or a parma ham-type product.
The making of jam from fruit depends on dehydrating a fruitsugar mixture to the point where the high sugar content is
inimical to microflora. Pickled products depend on a
concentration of common salt and acidity (from vinegar), which
together prevent microbiological spoilage.
Antioxidants for fatty foods
A group of chemicals is specifically useful in preventing oxidation
of fat and fatty foods. Some of these are synthetic chemicals
approved by the authorities; others are natural. In the last 20-30
years a number of natural products with antioxidant properties
have come to the market, for example, an extract of rosemary.
Oxidation is catalysed by traces of metal such as iron and

copper, and can be reduced by minimising contamination from
machinery during processing and transport.
Large-scale manufacture
Sugar was one of the first foods to be processed on a factory
scale in the 19th century. It was produced from sugar cane largely
grown in the colonies of the West Indies. It was imported as
crude molasses and refineries were established at the main
ports of Glasgow, Liverpool and London.
In continental Europe, sugar was being produced from beet, but
this was actively discouraged in the UK, in order to maintain the
prosperity of the industry in the West Indies. This policy changed
because of the 1914-18 war, when a domestic source of supply
became essential. Beet-processing factories were established in
the main growing area of East Anglia.
Another very important 20th century development was the
manufacture of glucose syrup by the hydrolysis of starch from
wheat, corn or potatoes. Glucose syrup is extensively used in the
food industry, for example, in soft drinks.
The UK is traditionally a tea-drinking nation.This has a strong link with
sugar consumption, as shown by data for the 19th century in Table 2.
Flour-milling and baking
The British ‘sweet tooth’ led to the early development of the
sugar confectionery industry (Fry and Cadbury) and of the
biscuit industry in which the UK is a world leader – an example
is Huntley & Palmers.
Large modern flour mills were built in the major ports to deal
with wheat arriving from America and Australia. They used steel
rollers (Figure 4) to break the wheat grain instead of the
millstones, which had been used for centuries.
The imported wheat had a high gluten content which efficiently
retained the gas bubbles formed during fermentation of the
dough and enabled the baker to produce a ‘bolder’, betterlooking loaf than the use of weaker English-grown wheat. Work
at the Chorley Wood Baking Industries Research Institute
produced a new high-speed mixing process in 1961 which
enabled more English wheat to be used.
The production of cakes remained an artisanal craft for a long
time. However one interesting example of mass production is an
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automated process for Swiss Roll. The roll consists of a sponge
cake which is spread with a filling and then rolled.
Figures 5-9 show the most important steps. A batter is
continuously mixed and aerated. It is deposited in three strips onto
a continuous travelling steel band, which is greased with palm olein
containing an emulsifier. The band passes through a long oven and
emerges carrying the strips of fully cooked sponge cake.
Next, a layer of jam is applied, followed by a layer of cream. The
strips are cut up by a knife travelling across the band and rolled
mechanically. This has to be done while the cake is still warm, as
it becomes brittle on cooling. About 50 miles of Swiss Roll can
be produced daily using this method.
KG Berger
Food Technology Consultant, UK
Part 2 of this article will appear in the next issue.
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The Banjarese ranger in the lead was splashing along a few feet ahead
of me, up to his knees in mud. His parang swung right and left to widen
the rentice. Suddenly he stopped and held up his free hand. We
listened. A loud drumming noise grew nearer and nearer. The normal
gloom of the jungle intensified. In a few minutes we were going to be
overtaken by a tropical storm racing in from the Sulu Sea.
I was engaged in what was undoubtedly my least favourite activity –
nevertheless one which had to be completed before the rest of
our development operations could get underway. I was carrying
out spot checks on the boundary rentices cut by our surveying
team, to define the borders of our first 10 fields. Each field was to
be exactly 100 acres in size, and the boundaries ran 50 chains due
north by 20 chains due east.
Together with the traces which had to be cut, to define the
route of our first 10 miles of road, we needed about 30 miles
of rentices to be cut and surveyed in the first few weeks, and
we had fallen somewhat behind with the task.
For the last three hours we had been traversing the peat
swamp, which covered about half of our first thousand acres.
As any of the soldiers who have operated in Southeast Asian jungles will
confirm, travelling through an equatorial jungle swamp is not a salubrious exercise at the best of times. When
you are following a dead straight rentice, it is much worse, since you do not have the option of bypassing the
more nasty stretches.
You learn a few tricks as you go along of course. You learn to stop dead in your tracks when the thorns of
the whip-tailed rattan catch in your ear lobes. If you press on without carefully disengaging their fish-hooks
you leave a patch of skin behind. You learn to size up every step in advance, no matter if the sweat is half
blinding you.
Is there a thorn-free branch that you can lunge for, if that rotten log a foot under the surface suddenly gives
way and you sink to your armpits in the mud? If you grab blindly, there is a good chance that the branch you
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clutch has got razor-sharp thorns, which can go straight

the Labuk swamps. He lasted exactly one day. He limped

through your hand.

into my office in his first afternoon, straight from the
jungle, supported by two Banjarese rangers. He had

You learn to watch the man in front of you like a hawk.

twisted his ankle. He was a pitiful sight. His face was

Where has he placed his feet? If he does not sink up to

badly swollen. He was caked with mud, and had bloody

his waist, then you try and find the same footholds under

patches seeping through his clothes at his armpits and

the mud. You learn to stop every time you reach a patch

crutch, where the leeches had been making a meal of

of dry land to pull off any of the more visible leeches,

him.

which have not yet won through to your more tender
parts.

I had suggested to him before he went out that bare
knees and short sleeves were not recommended in the

You learn to give at the knees to stop yourself pitching

Borneo swamps, but he had been adamant that this was

forward on your face when both legs get tangled up in

the surveying uniform which had served him well in Indian

submerged roots. You learn to brace yourself very firmly

forests. Mr Chellapan was almost unrecognisable. His face

before you release your grip on the nearby branch in

was puffed up like a frog, and his hands, and forearms

order to check on the compass-bearing every few

were swollen. I could tell at a glance that he had come in

chains.

contact with the leaves of the highly poisonous Rengas
tree.

After an hour or two of this, you tend to forget that the
purpose of the exercise is to ensure that the rentice is

This tree was unfortunately quite common in the Labuk

following the correct bearing, and you begin to wonder if

jungles. Its poison affects different people in different ways.

a more sensible objective might be just to get out alive. I

In my case, the first time I brushed against one, I had a

had hoped in fact that, with the arrival of the first group

violent rash and itching over my whole body, which lasted

of overseers from Kluang, it would no longer be necessary

for an agonising 24 hours. After that I seemed to develop

for me to spend time checking the rentices.

some sort of immunity.

Rengas poisoning

Indeed to most of the locals who had been brought up in

One of the arrivals, a Mr Chellapan, was a qualified

the area, the Rengas was no more than a minor nuisance.

surveyor. He had done some surveying on Pamol and he

Some people, among whom poor Mr Chellapan was one,

had many years’ experience of survey work on building

seemed to be particularly susceptible. Timber workers

projects in India and Singapore. Mr Chellapan's only

who have received a severe exposure to Rengas, have

drawback was that he spoke just a smattering of Malay. He

been known to die from it.

thought however that he could get by. He was used, he
said, to working in difficult conditions in India. We gave him

Fortunately our friend Ibrahim came over the river with a

Haji Tasman and half a dozen of his Bayok friends as his

potion made of the leaves of some jungle plants and this

survey team.

gave Mr Chellapan some measure of relief. In a day or
two, he started to look human once more, but nothing, he
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Unfor tunately Mr Chellapan's past experience of

said, would ever persuade him to set foot in our jungle

"difficult conditions" had not prepared him for working in

again. I could hardly blame him.
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Mr Chellapan was good enough however to volunteer to

The two Banjarese rangers looked uneasily at the

teach Haji Tasman the rudiments of carrying out a chain

Mengaris tree and after whispering together they moved

and compass survey, and to use the dumpy level. Tasman

on to crouch under a much less substantial tree a few

proved to be an excellent pupil, and we never used any

yards away. Tasman who was wrapping up his precious

other surveyor throughout the development stages. It did

compass in waterproof plastic, hesitated a moment; then

mean however that, until my first assistant arrived, I had to

he joined me.

continue checking the work personally as Mr Chellapen
returned to Kluang.

“This is not a good tree, Tuan Devsen,” he shouted, close
to my ear. I slapped the buttress with my hand. “It seems

Ghost story

quite strong to me.”

Back to the renticing. The storm was almost upon us. You
might think that if you are soaked to the skin from the

“No, Tuan,” he replied. “There are bad spirits in every

waist down and drenched with sweat from the waist up,

Mengaris tree, but a Mengaris with a strangling vine is the

you can hardly get any wetter and that a heavy downpour

worst – Hantu Rimba,” he muttered …‘Ghost of the

is therefore no great problem.

forest’.

Nothing could be further from the case. To be suddenly

The Banjars’ reaction to the Mengaris tree was interesting,

drenched with rain when you are dripping with sweat is

I thought. They were of course practising Muslims, but

a sure method of catching pneumonia even on the

their superstitions were those of their animistic ancestors.

equator. In the van of a tropical storm, even the animals
seek shelter and we would have to do likewise rather

I asked Tasman about this. He was still uneasy about the

swiftly. Fortunately we had reached a small dryish area,

Mengaris tree and he gave a start when a small branch

raised a foot or two above the level of the surrounding

crashed through the strangling vine above us. There was a

swamp.

belief among the locals that Europeans were immune
from the attentions of spirits and this perhaps gave him

Tasman took a step or two into the jungle and with an

some measure of encouragement.

easy back-hand swing, cut off a few fronds from a nearby
Sal palm. He passed one to me. "Daun Payong," he grinned

“Some strange things happen in the Labuk which are not

... ‘Umbrella Leaf ’.

just superstition, Tuan,” he said. “Just before the District
Office was moved down river to Beluran, my father was a

All the insect noises suddenly stopped as if someone

young man. That was the time of the Hantu Kopek, a

had pressed a switch. Perhaps they too were seeking

blood-drinking ghoul. My mother has told me about it. It

shelter. The storm swept over us with a frightening

was a bad time for the people of the Bayok.

crash of thunder. Rain started to come down in
torrents. The noise was deafening. Holding my

“For months they were losing chickens and livestock in

Umbrella Leaf over my head I squatted down against

the night. Sometimes the animal’s remains would be

the buttress of a huge Mengaris tree from which a

found, by the riverside, torn to pieces or half eaten. It

saprophytic strangling vine was sprouting, giving some

always happened on nights when there was no moon.

additional protection.

Many nights my father and his brothers sat up to guard
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the livestock but nothing happened. On the very

body started to rot immediately and a filthy smell

night they stopped guarding, a young goat was taken

hung over the kampong for days.

from right under the house. They heard no sound but
next morning, its mangled body was found beside the

“The DO was angry when he found out that they

river.

had killed the Illanun, but he took no legal action, and
no more livestock was stolen from the Bayok. As you

“The English DO was sent for from Klagan, and he

know Tuan, Illanuns have always had a bad reputation

sat up with his gun for several nights. He saw

up here and you will never find one living in the

nothing. He said that it must be a crocodile or a

Labuk to this day.”

leopard. In the Bayok everyone knows the tracks of
a crocodile or a leopard and they all knew that it

After listening to Tasman’s story, I was glad when

was not either.

the storm eventually rumbled away to the west,
and we were able to resume our journey. The two

There were never any animal tracks to be seen

rangers, obviously relieved to have left the

around the dead animals. Again, on the first night the

Mengaris tree behind them swung their parangs

DO did not come, another goat was taken. Again

rhythmically to the right and left, sending showers

there were no tracks. This was not the work of any

of droplets flying, as they recommenced widening

animal. It was the work of a Hantu Kopek.

the rentice.

“They called in a Bomoh who lived far up the Labuk

Haji Tasman unwrapped the compass and resumed

River. They chose a very dark night and on the advice

his routine of setting it up every hundred yards or so,

of the Bomoh, they set up a row of wire traps. These

so that I could check on the bearings. We emerged

were made by bending down a sapling like a spring,

eventually from the gloom of the forest into the

with a noose of fine wire. They baited each of them

brilliant sunshine of the cleared area. Beyond it on the

with a live chicken. Late in the night they heard loud

edge of the river I could see the attap roof of my

screams. They brought torches.

house; a welcome sight.

“By their light they saw an Illanun boatman from
Klagan. His leg was caught in one of the traps and

Datuk Leslie Davidson

he was rushing here and there, howling like an

Author, East of Kinabalu

animal. The noose got tighter as he struggled. His

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

clothes and long hair were wet as if he had just
swum the river.
“He snarled at them like a trapped leopard. His eyes
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were red, and blood was dripping from his mouth.

The second part will be published in the next issue. This is an edited

The Bomoh stuck a spear into him. The Illanun

chapter from the book published in 2007. The book can be purchased

vomited up blood and chicken feathers and died. His

from the Incorporated Society of Planters; email: isphq@tm.net.my
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